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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT 
CHIEFS OF STAFF 

INSTRUCTION 

J-3 CJCSI 5810.01B 
DISTRIBUTION:  A, B, C, J, S 25 March 2002  
 Directive current as of 29 March 2004 
 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DOD LAW OF WAR PROGRAM 
 

References: 
 a.  DOD Directive 5100.77, 9 December 1998, “DoD Law of War 
Program” 
 b.  DOD Directive 5100.1, 25 September 1987,  
“Functions of the Department of Defense and its  Major Components” 
 c.  CJCS Manual 3150.03, 19 June 1998, “Joint Reporting Structure 
Event and Incident Reports” 
 
1.  Purpose.  Pursuant to the authorities delegated in references a and b, 
this instruction establishes joint policy, assigns responsibilities, and 
provides guidance regarding the law of war obligations of the United 
States.  Reference a provides policy guidance and assigns responsibility 
within the Department of Defense for a program to ensure compliance 
with the law of war.  Reference b assigns the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff the responsibility to develop and establish military 
doctrine and guidance for all aspects of joint employment and activities 
of the Armed Forces.  This instruction implements the requirements of 
reference a to provide common policy for coordinated actions by the 
Military Services and combatant commands.  
 
2.  Cancellation.  CJSCI 5810.01A, 27 August 1999, is canceled. 
 
3.  Applicability.  This instruction applies to all personnel of the Armed 
Forces, including civilians, regardless of assignment or attachment. 
 
4.  Policy
 

a.  The Armed Forces of the United States will comply with the law of 
war during all armed conflicts, however such conflicts are characterized, 
and, unless otherwise directed by competent authorities, the US Armed 
Forces will comply with the principles and spirit of the law of war during 
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all other operations.  Specifically, reference a provides that it is the policy 
of the Department of Defense to ensure that: 

 
(1)  The law of war obligations of the US Government are observed 

and enforced by the US Armed Forces. 
 
(2)  An effective program designed to prevent violations of the law 

of war is implemented by the US Armed Forces. 
 
(3)  All reportable incidents committed by or against members of 

(or persons serving with or accompanying) the US Armed Forces are 
promptly reported, thoroughly investigated and, where appropriate, 
remedied by corrective action. 

 
(4)  All known reportable incidents committed by or against allied 

military or civilian personnel, or by or against other persons during a 
conflict to which the United States is not a party, are reported through 
appropriate command channels for ultimate transmission to appropriate 
US agencies, allied governments, or other appropriate authorities.  See 
subparagraph 3f(4) of Enclosure A.  A preliminary inquiry will be 
conducted to confirm that no US personnel are involved in the reportable 
incident. 
 

b.  At all appropriate levels of command and during all stages of 
operational planning and execution of joint and combined operations, 
legal advisers will provide advice concerning law of war compliance.  
Advice on law of war compliance will address not only legal constraints 
on operations but also legal rights to employ force. 
 
5.  Definitions
 

a.  Law of War.  International law that regulates the conduct of armed 
hostilities; often called the law of armed conflict.  The law of war 
encompasses all international law for the conduct of hostilities, which is 
binding on the United States or its individual citizens.  It includes 
treaties and international agreements to which the United States is a 
party, as well as applicable customary international law. 
 

b.  Reportable Incident.  A possible, suspected, or alleged violation of 
the law of war. 
 
6.  Responsibilities.  See Enclosure A. 
 
7.  Reporting Requirements
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a.  Reports of Incidents.  Commanders of combatant commands will 
issue directives to ensure that all military and civilian personnel 
assigned to or accompanying US Armed Forces will convey all reportable 
incidents through their chain of command.  The directives will indicate 
that such reports may also be made through other channels, such as the 
military police, a judge advocate, or an Inspector General.  The directives 
will require that reports made to officials other than those specified in 
this paragraph will be accepted and immediately forwarded through the 
recipient’s chain of command. 
 

b.  Initial Report.  Law of war implementing directives issued by 
combatant commanders will require the commander of any unit that 
obtains information about a reportable incident to immediately report the 
incident through command channels to a higher authority.  The report 
will be made through the most expeditious means available. 

 
c.  Investigation.  Commanders of combatant commands will 

establish procedures for receiving initial reports of reportable incidents, 
and will ensure that their subordinate commanders: 
 

(1)  Submit a report, by the most expeditious means available, 
through command channels to the responsible combatant commander.  
Normally, an OPREP-3 report will be required in accordance with 
reference c. 

 
(2)  Initiate an investigation by an appropriate military 

investigative authority in accordance with subparagraphs 3f(2) and 3f(4) 
of Enclosure A. 

 
d.  The responsible combatant commander will submit a message 

report, as expeditiously as possible, for all reportable incidents to the 
Joint Staff (JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC//DJS/J-1/J-2/J-3/ 
J-5/LC/PA//), The Office of the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF 
WASHINGTON DC//USDP/ISA/GC/IG/PA//), and the Secretary of the 
Army (DA WASHINGTON DC//SAGC/SAIG/DAMO-ZA/DAJA//), in  
the Secretary’s capacity as Executive Agent under paragraph 5.6 of 
reference a. 
 
8.  Summary of Changes.  This instruction revises CJCSI 5810.01A and 
provides updated guidance in accordance with reference a.  
 
9.  Releasability.  This instruction is approved for public release; 
distribution is unlimited.  DOD components (to include the combatant 
commands), other federal agencies, and the public may obtain copies of 
this instruction through the Internet from the CJCS Directives Home 
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Page -- http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine.  Copies are also available through 
the Government Printing Office or the Joint Electronic Library CD-ROM. 
 
10.  Effective Date.  This instruction is effective immediately.  Forward 
copies of implementing directives or supplements and revisions to the 
Joint Staff J-5 United Nations and Multilateral Affairs Division, Room 
2E1001, Pentagon, Washington, D.C.  20318-5154, within 120 days of 
receipt of this instruction.  The Chief, J-5 United Nations and 
Multilateral Affairs Division, will forward copies of such documents to the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense in accordance with reference a. 
  

For the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: 
 
 
                               
 
 
 

JOHN P. ABIZAID 
           Lieutenant General, USA 

   Director, Joint Staff 
 
Enclosure: 
  A--Responsibilities 
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DISTRIBUTION 
 
Distribution A, B, C, J, plus the following: 
 Copies 
 
Secretary of State........................................................................... 10 
Secretary of Defense.......................................................................20 
Director of Central Intelligence .......................................................10 
Air Education and Training Command..............................................1 
Armed Forces Staff College............................................................... 1 
Army Command and General Staff College........................................1 
Army War College............................................................................ .1 
Joint Military Intelligence College......................................................1 
Marine Corps Development and Education Command...................... 1 
National Defense University..............................................................1 
Naval Post Graduate School..............................................................1 
Naval War College.............................................................................1 
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ENCLOSURE A 

 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

 
1.  The Director, Joint Staff (DJS), will: 
 
     a.  Ensure the Joint Staff acts on policy, politico-military, and other 
issues involved in the execution of the DOD Law of War Program and 
provides necessary liaison with the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
Department of State, Services, and combatant commands. 

 
     b.  Ensure Joint Staff directorates provide policy and operational 
guidance within their respective functional areas as noted below: 
 
          (1)  The Director for Manpower and Personnel (J-1) will ensure that 
a copy of all investigations of reportable incidents submitted by the 
combatant commanders, in accordance with subparagraphs 3f(2) 
through 3f(4), is forwarded to appropriate Joint Staff principals (DJS/J-
2/J-3/J-5/LC/PA). 

 
          (2)  The Director for Intelligence (J-2) will establish priority 
intelligence requirements (PIR) for all law of war violations alleged to have 
been committed against captured or detained US persons, committed by 
or against US allies, or committed by or against other persons during a 
conflict to which the United States is not a party.  The PIR will be listed 
as part of Appendix 1 to Annex B (Intelligence) to all operation plans. 

 
          (3)  The Director for Operations (J-3) will, in coordination with the 
Legal Counsel to the Chairman: 
 
               (a)  Ensure the Joint Operations Planning and Execution 
System includes appropriate guidance to ensure review of plans and 
rules of engagement for compliance with the law of war. 

 
               (b)  Review all requests from the combatant commanders for 
deployment orders and rules of engagement to ensure conformity with 
this instruction and the DOD Law of War Program, as well as domestic 
and international law. 
 
          (4)  The Director for Strategic Plans and Policy (J-5) will: 
 
               (a)  Serve as the Joint Staff principal point of contact for the 
DOD Law of War Program and, in coordination with the Legal Counsel to 
the Chairman, provide necessary liaison for developing policy within the 
context of the DOD Law of War Program. 

Enclosure A A-1
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               (b)  Ensure the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan includes 
appropriate guidance to ensure compliance with the law of war. 
 
          (5)  The Director for Operational Plans and Joint Force 
Development (J-7) will, in coordination with the Legal Counsel to the 
Chairman: 
 
               (a)  Review operation plans and strategic concepts issued by 
commanders of combatant commands to ensure conformance with 
domestic and international law, this instruction, and the DOD Law of 
War Program. 

 
               (b)  Ensure that operational exercises include law of war 
scenarios to improve evaluation, response, and reporting procedures. 
 
          (6)  The Legal Counsel (LC) to the Chairman will: 
 
                (a)  Provide overall legal guidance to the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff on the DOD Law of War Program. 

 
                (b)  Review all plans, policies, directives, deployment orders, 
execute orders, and rules of engagement issued by the Joint Staff and/or 
submitted by combatant commanders to ensure their conformance with 
domestic and international law, this instruction, and the law of war. 

 
                (c)  Provide a representative to the DOD Law of War working 
group established by the DOD General Counsel pursuant to reference a. 
 
2.  The combat support agencies will establish and periodically review 
agency-unique policies, directives, and training programs consistent with 
this instruction and the DOD Law of War Program to ensure the 
requirements of the law of war are disseminated throughout their 
respective organizations. 
 
3.  The commanders of combatant commands are responsible for the 
overall execution of the DOD Law of War Program within their respective 
commands.  Specific responsibilities include ensuring: 
 
     a.  An effective program is instituted within the command to prevent 
law of war violations. 

 
     b.  All plans, policies, directives, and training programs are 
periodically reviewed for compliance with the law of war, particularly in 
light of any violations reported.   
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     c.  Specific law of war scenarios are included in exercises to improve 
evaluation, response, and reporting procedures. 

 
     d.  Command legal advisers attend planning and operations-related 
conferences for military operations and exercises, as appropriate, to 
enable them to provide advice concerning law of war compliance during 
joint and combined operations. 

 
     e.  All operation plans (including preplanned and adaptively planned 
strategic targets), concept plans, rules of engagement, execute orders, 
deployment orders, policies, and directives are reviewed by the command 
legal adviser to ensure compliance with domestic and international law, 
this instruction, and the DOD Law of War Program. 
 
     f.  All appropriate policies, directives, and operation and concept 
plans incorporate the reporting and investigation requirements 
established by reference a and this instruction, and by the Secretary of 
the Army, who is designated by reference a as the DOD Executive Agent 
for the administration of the DOD Law of War Program with respect to 
investigating and reporting reportable incidents.  Specifically, 
commanders of combatant commands will: 
 
         (1)  Designate the command legal adviser to supervise the 
administration of the command’s program for dealing with reportable 
incidents. 

 
          (2)  Ensure, via appropriate command directives, that all 
reportable incidents committed by or against members of (or persons 
serving with or accompanying) US Armed Forces are reported promptly to 
appropriate authorities, are thoroughly investigated, and the results of 
such investigations are promptly forwarded to the applicable Military 
Department or other appropriate authorities.  Applicable directives will 
include specific guidance on the collection and preservation of evidence 
of reportable incidents committed by enemy forces against US personnel 
since such evidence may serve as the basis for a possible future trial of 
accused war criminals.  See subparagraph 3f(4) below for guidance when 
collecting and preserving evidence of reportable incidents in which it is 
determined that US personnel are not involved. 

 
          (3)  Provide the Joint Staff J-1 with copies of all incident reports 
and reports of investigation of reportable incidents committed by or 
against members of (or persons accompanying or serving with) US Armed 
Forces or against their property.  J-1 will ensure such reports are 
provided to appropriate Joint Staff principals (DJS/J-2/J-3/J-5/LC/PA). 
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          (4)  Determine, with respect to known reportable incidents 
committed by or against allied military or civilian personnel or by or 
against other persons during a conflict of which the United States is not 
a party, the extent and manner in which such incidents will be 
investigated by US forces.  Specifically, combatant commanders will 
develop appropriate plans, policies, and directives for: 
 
               (a)  Conducting appropriate preliminary inquiry to determine 
US personnel involvement.  Upon determination that US personnel are 
not involved in a reportable incident, further US investigation will be 
conducted only at the direction of the appropriate combatant 
commander. 

 
               (b)  Cooperating with appropriate allied authorities.  

 
               (c)  Reporting through appropriate command channels to 
appropriate US agencies, allied governments, or other appropriate 
authorities. 

 
               (d)  Preserving evidence of reportable incidents pending 
turnover to other US agencies, allied governments, or other appropriate 
authorities. 
 
     g.  Mobilization planning includes sufficient numbers of legal advisers 
and investigative personnel to support each commander's mission. 

 
     h.  The law of war training and dissemination programs within their 
commands, as well as the law of war training and dissemination 
programs of their subordinate commands and components, are 
consistent with reference a, this instruction, and the law of war 
obligations of the United States. 
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USS LIBERTY (AGTR-5) 
 
On June 8, 1967, in the Eastern Mediterranean, in International Waters, the Israeli 
Defense Forces (IDF) attacked the USS Liberty, a plainly marked US Naval Ship, with 
intent and malice of forethought. The IDF attack consisted of air and naval forces.  
0800 – 1200 Hours: I was assigned to my regular duties on board the ship – in spaces 
below the water line. I overheard crewmembers talking about "over flights" that morning. 
I went topside to check it out. When I reached the bridge area, I saw a slow moving 
"flying box car" with the Star of David visible on the plane. I felt secure, as the Israelis 
were our "allies".  
 
12:00 – 1300 Hours: I was assigned to Bridge Duty as Officer of the Deck (OOD). From 
the Bridge, I again observed the slow flying Israeli aircraft circle our ship.  
 
1300 – 1350 Hours: The Captain ordered a General Quarter's Drill and my duties took 
me from the Bridge Area below decks to the Enlisted Mess Decks. I remained there until 
the drill was over at 1350 Hours.  
 
1350 Hours: I returned to the Bridge and resumed my duties as OOD. Moments after 
assuming the watch I checked the radarscope and saw three surface (Naval) contacts 
with a steady bearing decreasing range approaching our ship at a high rate of speed. I 
notified the Captain. I was on the Bridge when the first wave of Israeli Mysterie and 
Mirage jets attacked our ship.  
 
1400 Hours: The Captain ordered General Quarters (this is not a drill) and I once again 
left the Bridge Area and returned to my Battle Station on the Mess Decks.  
 
1435 Hours: The ship sustained a direct torpedo hit on the starboard side from one of 
the three Israeli MTBs (The three naval contacts I had seen on the radar scope earlier). 
  
1450 Hours: I was summoned to the Bridge by one of the Petty Officers of the Watch. 
When I arrived, I found the Captain severely wounded and in/out of consciousness. In a 
delirious state, he ordered me to return to my Battle Station. I reluctantly returned below 
decks to my Battle Station.  
 
1500 Hours: IDF MTBs continue to fire armor piercing projectiles through the skin of the 
ship in the hopes of killing as many sailors as they could and maybe even hitting our 
boilers.  
 
1510 Hours: The Captain orders "Prepare to Abandon Ship". I had dozens of wounded 
sailors in the Mess Deck Area and it was my responsibility to get them all up the ladder 
and out the hatch to main deck, where we would board our life rafts.  
 
1515 Hours: I climbed the ladder and opened the hatch to the main deck. I wanted to 
see if it was safe enough to bring the wounded sailors out onto the main deck. What I 



saw sent ice running through my veins. The life rafts were either destroyed or had been 
cut loose and had floated away.  
 
I personally observed an Israeli MTB methodically machine gun one of the Liberty's 
empty life rafts that had been cut loose and was floating in the water. I knew at that split 
second that the thrust of the IDF attack was to kill every American sailor on board. 
There were to be no survivors that day.  
 
I decided to leave all of the wounded sailors below decks for some measure of 
protection. I did not prepare to abandon ship.  
 
1600 Hours: I was again summoned to the Bridge where I found the Captain on a 
stretcher, unconscious from loss of blood.  
 
1600 – 0800 hours: I remained on the Bridge until help arrived the next morning.  
I testified for over two hours at the Court of Inquiry. I testified to the Captain's mental 
state; the firing of armor piercing projectiles through the skin of the ship; and, to the 
machine-gunning of our life rafts (I was the only officer to witness the machine gunning 
of our life rafts). None of this testimony was recorded. The damning information I 
provided was purposefully omitted by the US Navy's Court of Inquiry.  
 
/signed/  
 
Lloyd C. Painter  
US Secret Service (RET)  
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Statement of Survivor Glenn Oliphant 
  
Shortly after the torpedo hit, the order was received to abandon ship.  I proceeded to 
the outside hatch in the radio transmitter room and undogged the door.  I tried pushing it 
open but it was extremely difficult as the ship was listing to starboard and I was trying to 
open the door on the port side and it was heavy.  I enlisted help from someone and we 
got the hatch open.   
  
When I got on deck I looked forward and discovered that the rack that held my life raft 
and all the life rafts had been consumed by fire.  I then went to the starboard side of the 
ship and found injured men coming up from the messdecks to the main deck.  I assisted 
several of them and within minutes shells and shrapnel were flying everywhere coming 
from the torpedo boats.  The order was given to return to the mess decks.   
  
I crawled back to the transmitter room and entered it.  After some time, I heard no more 
explosions so I went back onto the main deck and proceeded aft to look at an antenna 
mount.  I discovered that a shell had hit the mount.  I then remember looking behind the 
ship and seeing three liferafts floating in the water, I would say about 150 yards behind 
the ship.  Then I saw spurts of water around the rafts I heard machine gun fire and then 
I saw the rafts deflating.  A torpedo boat came into view and stopped and picked up one 
of the liferafts.  The torpedo boat stayed in that position for some time and then 
proceeded to come along the port side.   
  
Some time later I was back on the port side of the ship on the main deck and I saw 
helicopters approaching from a distance, they appeared to be military helicopters.  
When the helicopters got closer, I heard the order "prepare to repel boarders".  I 
remember ducking down when the he licopters got close and I saw a soldier manning a 
machine gun in the helicopters door and he was aiming the gun at me.  The helicopters 
hovered for some minutes on the port side, moving along side the ship, I noticed that 
there were troops in the helicopter and appeared armed.  One helicopter paused near 
the 03 level of the port wing and must have said something to the Captain and then it 
turned and left the area.   
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A SURVIVOR SPEAKS 
Jim Ennes 

 
I find it very strange that some Americans can argue endlessly that the attack on the 
USS Liberty was a tragic accident and not the deliberate attack on a known American 
ship that survivors know it to have been.  
 
A point that baffles me (and my shipmates) about that view is that the Israelis did NOT 
stop firing when they drew close enough to positively identify us as American.  
 
I was lying in a stretcher in a starboard passageway just inboard of the wardroom and 
almost directly over the torpedo that exploded. I remember very clearly the warning that 
torpedo boats were approaching followed by the explosion, the ship lifting away from 
the blast, then settling back to starboard and the very real fear that it would continue to 
settle until it rolled over and sank. Moments later the torpedo boats approached within 
fifty feet of the ship. One boat stopped alongside and trained a heavy machinegun on a 
man who was standing alone on a hatch on the main deck, but did not fire even though 
the man gave the boatmen the finger. Then a boat moved to within fifty feet of the fantail 
where the ship displayed her name in large letters in English painted on the hull and her 
GTR5 numbers in even larger letters. The boatmen clearly examined those markings 
and can hardly have failed to see other very distinctive American markings and the 
American flag that flew from the mast. Yet, even though the Israeli government claims it 
was at that point that they offered help, never firing at us again after the torpedo 
explosion, this is not so. Almost every man on that ship recalls -- as I personally recall 
very clearly from my position outside the wardroom -- that the torpedo boats then circled 
the ship for a long time firing at close range at anything that moved. Men trying to aid 
their wounded shipmates on deck were fired upon. Men fighting fires were fired upon 
and recall seeing their fire hoses punctured by machinegun fire. This went on for 
several minutes. At one point the boatmen concentrated their fire near the waterline 
amidships, presumably hoping to blow up the boilers to hasten our demise. Finally they 
pulled a distance back from the ship. We figured they were waiting for us to sink. And 
then at 3:15, forty minutes after the torpedo explosion and in response to orders from 
the bridge to prepare to abandon ship, men launched the only three life rafts that 
seemed still usable. The boats quickly drew closer, machinegunned the liferafts and 
then took one aboard after the machine gun fire severed a line that had tethered it to the 
ship. At this point, apparently in response to messages in the air from the Sixth Fleet 
promising (falsely) that aircraft were en route to our aid, the boats left the area. It was 
another 75 minutes later, about 4:30, that they finally returned to signal, "Do you need 
help?"  
 
Now that is not my recollection alone, but is the recollection of nearly every man in the 
ship. It is one of several reasons that we reject the Israeli claim that it was a "tragic 
accident" in which they identified us as American even while the torpedos were in the 
water, never fired again, and immediately offered help.  
 



Our Congress, much to our dismay, has from the beginning accepted "at face value" the 
Israeli claim that they never fired again after the torpedo explosion. Survivors have 
never been allowed to testify to the contrary, either to Congress or to the Court of 
Inquiry.  
 
Of course there are many other reasons for us to disbelieve the Israeli version of 
events. Among them, for instance, their contrived claim that the aircraft were called in 
by the torpedomen after we were picked up on radar from over 30 miles away (well 
beyond their maximum radar range) and mistakenly plotted to be moving 32 knots when 
in fact we were moving at only 5 knots. Or their claim that the numerous Israeli 
reconnaissance aircraft that we saw circling us all morning at very low level were 
actually high in the sky carrying troops to the front and were unaware of our presence 
below. Or their claim that they mistakenly identified us as the Egyptian cavalry's 40-
year-old horse carrier El Quseir, when in fact El Quseir had been out of service for 
years which must have been well known to the Israeli Navy. All those and other things 
convince us that the Israeli account is not true. Yet I think most convincing of their 
deliberate intent is that they continued to fire for forty minutes after examining our 
markings from as close as fifty feet away, did not offer help until nearly two hours after 
the torpedo explosion, and then lied about it.  
 
So we are convinced that they are lying about virtually the entire prelude to, conduct of, 
and aftermath of the attack. Together, these things have convinced every man on that 
ship including her commanding officer that the attack was deliberate.  
 
Yet despite these things a few Americans seem to accept the preposterous claim that 
the attack was a mistake and that firing stopped with the torpedo explosion. One can 
accept and understand this attitude from an Israeli, as he would have a natural 
tendency to believe his country's version of events and to disbelieve contrary versions -- 
especially since he has no personal experience to draw upon. But how can an American 
disbelieve the virtually identical eyewitness reports of scores of surviving fellow 
Americans and accept instead the undocumented claims of the foreign power that tried 
to kill them? That is very difficult to understand or to accept.  
 
The typical Israeli reaction is that we are liars or antiSemites, which of course we are 
not. We are American sailors honestly reporting an act of treachery at sea. At the very 
least we deserve your courtesy and understanding.  
 
Jim Ennes, 
Survivor 
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081235Z 
 

FM NJRS 
TO CINCNAEUR 
INFO BGOC 
 
FOLLOWING RECEIVED FROM ROCKSTAR AM UNDER ATTACK MY POSIT 31-23N 33-25E  HAVE 
BEEN HIT  REQUEST IMMED ASSISTANCE 
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081250Z JUN 67 
FM COMSIXTHFLT 
TO USS SARATOGA 
USS AMERICA 
INFO CTF SIX ZERO 
CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO 
BT 
C O N F I D E N T I A L 
1. AMERICA LAUNCH FOUR ARMED A4’S TO PROCEED TO 31-23N 33-25E TO  
DEFEND USS LIBERTY WHO IS NOW UNDER ATTACK BY GUN BOATS. PROVIDE 
FIGHTER COVER AND TANKERS. RELIEVE ON STATION. SARATOGA LAUNCH 
FOUR ARMED A-1’S ASAP SAME MISSION. 
GP-4 
BT 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exhibit 15 



081339Z. USS Liberty Incident. 
 
1. IAW CINCUSNAVEUR inst P03611#SB forces attacking Liberty are declared hostile. 
 
2. You are authorized to use force including destruction as necessary to control the 
situation. Do not use more force than required, do not pursue any unit towards land for 
reprisal purposes. Purpose of counterattack is to protect Liberty only. 
 
3. Brief all pilots contents this msg. 
 
4. In addition brief pilots that Egyptian territorial limit only 12 miles and Liberty right on 
edge. Do not fly between Liberty and shoreline except as required to carry out 
provisions para 2 above. Brief fighter cover that any attacks on attack aircraft, Liberty or 
they themselves is hostile act and para two above applies. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exhibit 16 



211. Telegram From the Defense Attaché Office in  Israel to the White House1 
 
Tel Aviv,  June 8, 19 67, 1414Z. 
 
0825. ALUSNA called to FLO to receive report.2 Israeli aircraft and MTB's erroneously 
attacked U.S. ship at 081200Z position 3125Z 33-33E. May be navy ship. IDF 
helicopters in rescue operations. No other info. Israelis send abject apologies and 
request info of other US ships near war zone coasts. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Source: National Security Agency, Center for Cryptologic History Historical Collection, Series VIII, Box 
16d, DIA (USDAO, Tel Aviv) re Liberty. Confidential; Flash. Sent also to OSD, CNO, the Department of 
State, COMSIXTHFLT, CINCSTRIKE, CINCNAVEUR, and JCS. Repeated to DIA, USUN, CINCEUR-
USEUCOM, CTG 60, USAFE, and CINCUSAFEUR. The message was received at the National Military 
Command Center at 10:45 a.m.; see Document 219. An unsigned note on White House stationery, June 
8, 11 a.m., states that the Defense Attaché in Tel Aviv "has informed us that the attack on the USS 
Liberty was a mistaken action of Israeli boats." (Johnson Library, National Security File, NSC Histories, 
Middle East Crisis, Vol. 3) 
 
2 Telegram 900 from USDAO Tel Aviv, June 15, which provided a chronology of events surrounding the 
Liberty incident as observed and recorded by U.S. Naval Attaché Commander Ernest C. Castle, USN, 
states that Castle received the report from Assistant IDF Spokesman Lieutenant Colonel Michael Bloch. 
(Ibid., NSC Special Committee Files, Liberty ) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exhibit 17 



081440Z JUN 67 
FM COMSIXTHFLT 
TO  AMERICA/SARATOGA /CTF60/CTG60.2 
CONFIDENTIAL 
1.  RECALL ALL STRIKES REPEAT RECALL ALL STRIKES 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exhibit 18 



USS LIBERTY UNDER ATTACK 
 

By Richard Carlson 
 
May 2, 1967 Norfolk, Virginia. My wife Merlene and the 3 children, are standing on the 
pier, as the USS Liberty, begins to pull away for the 4 month cruise to Africa. The ship is 
listing heavily to starboard. Supplies and fuel must be redistributed to balance the 
weight. I watch my family leave, as we pulled away. I have this horrible feeling in the pit 
of my stomach. I actually feel seasick, and we are still within sight of the pier. Lt. Jim 
O’Connor has left the railing and disappeared inside. He and I graduated in the same 
P&R class at Correy Station in Pensacola, just a few months previous. We had been on 
the 1st four-month cruise and lived to tell about the initiation of becoming a shellback. 
But now as the ship begins to leave, I feel real panic racing through me as if an omen of 
something dreadful is about to happen. We cleared the harbor, sailed down the James 
River, and headed out to sea. As we passed the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel 
headed across the big pond to Africa, many of the families had gathered there to wave 
to us. I felt sick.  
 
The Atlantic crossing this time was much different from our first crossing in November 
1966. An Atlantic storm tossed us about like a cork on the ocean back then. Everyone 
barely managed to get their sea legs on that crossing. But now it seemed quite calm. 
Two levels below the main deck, I settled in for the trip, and began to look over the 
assignments in our classified spaces, where I could hear the ocean washing along the 
sides of the ship. Being claustrophobic, it was difficult to concentrate on the task at 
hand. Every day of the crossing found me topside as much as possible, trying to shake 
the feeling of something horrible about to happen. I confided in Red Addington and 
Chuck Rowley about my feelings. They suggested that the first nightmare crossing just 
6 months previous was the cause of my feelings. Their answer didn’t cheer me up. I 
kept thinking about the newspaper article Jeanne Dixon purportedly wrote about the 
sinking of the Liberty. Was this true? No one could give me a straight answer.  
Abidjan, Ivory Coast. COMSERVRON EIGHT message 240020Z May 1967 from the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff is received by the Liberty.  
 
MAKE IMMEDIATE PREPARATIONS TO GET UNDERWAY. WHEN READY FOR SEA 
ASAP DEPART PORT ABIDJAN AND PROCEED BEST POSSIBLE SPEED TO ROTA 
SPAIN TO LOAD TECHNICAL SUPPORT MATERIAL AND SUPPLIES. WHEN READY 
FOR SEA PROCEED TO OPERATING AREA OFF PORT SAID. SPECIFIC AREAS 
WILL FOLLOW.  
 
That ominous feeling of something horrible happening returns. We quickly depart port. 
Where are we going? Questions being asked. Answers, most of them wrong, are being 
given. I find the answer in the Ops spaces. Rota, Spain! We arrive there on June 1st, 
after 8 days of hard sailing. We tie up at the pier, and take on fuel and stores. Liberty 
call! I want off badly. Not much to see except the base, and we are restricted because 
of sailing time constraints. First the exchange and then the club.  
 



The returning crew is rowdy expelling all of the ghosts and feelings of this mission by 
cleaning up the base and town. The movie Mr. Roberts came to mind as the crew 
returns bloodied, disheveled, and ready for action. Fortunately, there was no goat 
accompanying them.  
 
We clear the Strait of Gibraltar in the late afternoon. To my left is the infamous Rock of 
Gibraltar. To my right, the sands of Arabia. I push my Nikon to the limit, photographing 
the view and shipmates standing by the rail. What memories we’ll have to tell our 
children and grandchildren about THIS one! Everyone wanted their picture taken with 
the “Rock” in the background. A soviet listening trawler attempted to block our transit. 
We never altered course. The trawler slipped astern of us. Another bad sign?  
 
Traffic on the Med was busy. Freighters and ships from all nations. It was fascinating to 
be sailing in this arena until we spotted three Soviet destroyers matching our course 
and speed to the starboard of us. I recalled then, having just picked up my 2 year old 
Ford at the port near Istanbul, setting on the ferry as we crossed the Bosporus Straits 
when the ferry boat suddenly began bouncing around and we were being jostled about. 
It was trying to stop! Engines reversed! Why? I looked to my left and coming right at us, 
a Soviet Destroyer barreling its way from the Black Sea through the Straits, out to the 
Aegean Sea. It missed us…barely!  
 
We are following the northern coast of Africa, heading for our assignment. By the 3rd of 
June, the Soviet destroyers were gone. On June 5th I learn that war had begun in the 
Middle East, which would later become known to as the Six Day War.  
 
We arrive on station. Time to go to work. Such a clear and beautiful cloudless blue-sky 
day. We had been sunbathing during lunchtime. Everyone wanted to go home with a 
tan you would die for. Some eventually would. Die, that is.  
 
I had finished lunch, and now standing by the starboard railing, began talking with CT1 
Bingham. He looked as nervous as I felt. We tried to console each other that we were 
basically an unarmed ship, in international waters, and that no one was going to bother 
with us. Neither of us sounded convincing. We couldn’t seem to shake the mystery ship 
following us. Who was it we wondered?  
 
During the day, I see a flying boxcar circling us low and very slow. At one point, it 
passes us on the port side going aft so low that I can see the pilot in his beige jumpsuit 
at the controls. There are contrails high up in the sky as I look up at them past the new 
flag flying from the ship’s mast. That sick feeling began sweeping over me again, and I 
thought about my detailer in boot camp telling me that CTs don’t go to sea. They are 
based on shore stations. Uh-huh! Sure!  
 
We went through our ship’s drills. The Captain announced over the 1MC that we were in 
a war zone and should be alert at all times. Once the drills were finished, and normal 
work commenced, I left the Ops spaces, made my way to my bunk, grabbed my 
binoculars, hooked on a telephoto to my Nikon, and made my way to the flag locker 



above the bridge. Standing on the port side by the searchlight, I watched aircraft diving 
down upon a target on shore, miles away, dropping their bombs, and then climb back 
up. It was like watching a TV war movie on mute. I was still confident that we would  be 
safe at our location in international waters. Others had climbed up to watch. Red, now 
on the starboard side, called to me to come over to look at the surface ships 
approaching us. I watched for a few minutes, and then left to return to the port side near 
the searchlight.  
 
Someone came racing up the ladder from the bridge and yelling, “Get down! Get down! 
There’s a plane coming right at us!” I looked at him and to where he was pointing. I 
whirled around in time to see a black object in the sky with bursts of yellow lights in front 
of it, and then explosions all around us. I fell to the deck, and held on to the base of the 
searchlight, as the aircraft swooped down low in its attack, spraying the bridge with 
shells, and climbed skyward. Spent shell casings were falling all over the place and I 
thought, strange as it seems, �‘why is someone dropping shell casings on us?’ I 
watched the aircraft climb skyward, and then another one came in from the opposite 
direction. My god! We’re being shot at! I looked to where Red and the others were, and 
there wasn’t much of anything left. Immediately, I got up and raced down the ladder, just 
as I heard someone yell, “Sound the alarm! The ship is under attack! This is no drill!” I 
knew I had to get to my General Quarters station in Ops, 2 levels below the main deck 
where I could hear water swishing along the sides of the ship. Claustrophobia was the 
furthest thing from my mind. The fear of dying was very real. Down another set of 
ladders and I’m now on the main deck, port side, running aft to get inside the ship. I 
never hear the aircraft as it dives down and spews its rain of death on everyone. The 
deck is being chewed up as I fall to the deck hugging the bulkhead, scared out of my 
wits. I’m still alive! I quickly look out to sea and up above. I cannot see anything. Sweat 
is pouring into my eyes. I wipe my eyes with the back of my hand. The sweat is red. I’m 
bleeding. I’m on my feet again, racing aft. I find the hatch and get inside, run to the 
starboard side, down the ladder and into the mess deck area. The aircraft are still 
attacking. It’s like being inside of a metal barrel and someone throwing rocks at you. I 
keep ducking down as I run. I must have stepped into something. My feet are soaked. 
Everyone is racing to the battle stations. A shell comes through the bulkhead in front of 
me and out the port side. I stand their transfixed and in shock. Get going I tell myself. 
Get below the water line. I find the Ops door. Push the combo buttons. The door opens. 
I’m running down the passageway, past Bingham’s station, past the “T” bird area, to the 
hatch in the deck, down another set of ladders, and I stumble into the P&R spaces and 
stand there, supported by the hatch by my desk. The binoculars and Nikon hanging 
loosely from my neck. Blood is running down my face. I’m sloshing around in blood, 
although I didn’t realize it. The guys look at me in horror. Corporal Edward Rehmeyer 
takes my arm, and sets me down on the deck by the bulkhead. I’ve thrown my 
expensive camera equipment on my desk as I would my school bag onto my bed after 
returning home from a long hard day of schoolwork at the age of 12. He sees that my 
left leg is soaked in blood. I’ve picked up a lot of shrapnel in that leg, and a surface 
wound in right above my eye in my forehead. He begins first aid. The planes keep 
attacking. At each pass, he shields me with his body. He is old enough to be my son. I 



feel awkward about all of this. I should be protecting HIM! I hear our guns returning fire. 
Ack..ack..ack..ack..ack… We are terrified. All of us.  
 
Someone is taking a hammer to the receivers and tape recorders, with a good deal of 
glee, I might add. There have been mid watches where I’ve wanted to do just that! I 
envy them. Emergency destruction commences. Weighted deep six bags are being 
filled up. How on earth are they going to lug all of that up two levels and throw them 
overboard with planes shooting at us, I think. There is an explosion! Then, it is quiet. 
Very very quiet.  
 
Is Jeanne Dixon right? Are we going to sink?  
 
Word is passed. Bring all wounded to the mess decks. I attempt to get up. I can’t move. 
My leg will not support me. A litter is brought in. I’m placed in it and hauled up to the 
next level into the mess decks, and placed on the table. I can’t seem to stop the flow of 
blood from my leg. I keep working the tourniquet. What am I doing wrong? Someone 
comes over to watch me. He knows how to do it. “Here. Do it this way!” and he walks 
off.  
 
A shell comes through the starboard side and out the port sides above me. I want to get 
off of the table onto the deck. Someone on the other side of the mess hall, wearing a 
phone set, yells, “Stand by! There are fish in the water! They are shooting torpedoes at 
us! Stand by!” I look at him and I think, “Is he crazy? Who is firing torpedoes at us and 
WHY?” He warns again. One of the torpedoes finds its mark. I remember vividly the 
muffled explosion as it tore into the starboard side hitting the spaces I had just been 
lifted out of. I held onto the table. All of the overhead pipes were moving and not two of 
them moving in the same direction at once. The ship is lifted out of the water, and then 
settles down and begins to list precariously to starboard. A scene of a warship 
exploding from a torpedo flashes into my mind. “I’ve got to get out of here!” I’m thinking.  
The ship begins to continue to list. “We are going to roll over,” I’m thinking. Word is 
passed. Abandon ship! Somehow, adrenalin takes hold, and we are each helping each 
other, some wounded beyond repair, to the ladders and  to the next level, where we are 
stopped and told to set on the deck along the bulkheads. I’m setting in front of the door 
leading to a head. I can see the postal clerk’s lower part of his body on the deck in the 
head. I can see out a porthole as well. Someone is working on the postal clerk. He’s not 
breathing. I hear them trying to make him breathe. Death is all around us now. The ship 
is dead in the water. A jacket is lovingly placed over the postal clerk’s face. He is dead.  
An officer comes in from outside. We can’t go out there. They are shooting at anyone on 
deck and have shot up the life rafts. I hear the whirl of a helicopter. It passes by the 
porthole. Did I just see armed troops? Word is passed. “Prepare to repel boarders!”  
 
I am saying the Lord’s Prayer. I don’t know why. It just seemed the natural thing to do. 
Over and over. I forget the words. I can’t get past two lines in the prayer. I’m terrified. I 
look around to see bloodied faces of stark terror. And then, it is over. Silence except for 
the heavy breathing of sailors suffering from shock. I’ve heard that sound before on a 
Pan Am flight as we lifted off from JFK one night for San Juan, Puerto Rico. The 



engines are slowed down as we fly silently as if in a glider past the towering buildings in 
NYC and head for open water. Something about residents around the airport 
complaining of the noise aircraft are making as they claw their way into the sky above. 
And then the engines roar to life again and we soar into the night sky.  
 
The attack is over. The ship’s engine comes to life. Mr. Golden and his crew have 
worked miracles. We are heading further out to open water. Word is passed that we 
should move back to the mess decks. Walking, crawling, battle-weary and shocked CTs 
move along the passageway. The mess deck is filled with wounded. Our doctor is busy. 
Very busy. I see Lt. O’Connor lying on his stomach. He is severely wounded. A young 
man is wandering among the tables yelling for his brother. “I can’t find my brother! 
Where is he?” He is in shock. Many wait for morphine. The well come to set by the 
wounded. Tables once filled with food consumed by laughing and happy shipmates now 
are covered with bodies, leaking vital fluids onto the deck. It is a bizarre scene. 
Yesterday we sat here and watched a movie on the mess decks. Now………… we 
watch shipmates die. We are not trained for this. I ask someone to help me into the first 
class mess. I look over at someone on the table. Someone is there, trying to push what 
looks like intestines, back into the wounded shipmate. I’m going to be sick. I’m 
deposited onto the sofa. I hear the GQ alarm go off. “Is there no end to this?” I say. “Did 
they come back to sink us?” Then silence. Again…. silence. I finally lose it, and attempt 
to force back tears. Red. Where is my friend? He was in the compartment across the 
hall when I was evacuated from Ops. Where is the section? Someone comes into the 
room. “Have you seen Red Addington?” I ask. He shakes his head no. I’m thinking what 
I’m going to do if he is dead. He and his family and ours are close. I’ll need to see his 
wife and children. I’m not prepared for this.  
 
Meanwhile, bulkheads are being shored up. The smoking lamp is out! There is fuel and 
oil everywhere. Fires have been extinguished but the threat of explosions is ve ry real. 
The cook has managed to get sandwiches out. From somewhere, bottles of whiskey, 
rum, and everything else appear.  
 
I fall asleep. Someone comes into the room. I open my eyes. Red? Is that you? Red? 
He stumbles over to where I am, and falls into a chair. He is soaked with fuel oil and 
seawater. He is bleeding. We just look at each other. Not saying a word. The next thing 
I remember is someone shaking me and asking if I’m all right. I reply “yes.” Red tells me 
about his experience of being in the compartment across the hall from where the 
torpedo hit and of sea water flooding everything. He is in shock. Morning has arrived. I 
ask someone to help me on deck because help has arrived. The destroyers USS 
Massey and USS Davis are pulling along side. I get to the deck and look up to where I 
was standing at the time of the attack. We have over 800 holes in the ship. There have 
been fires. We had been attacked with napalm as well as armor piercing rockets. How 
did I ever get DOWN from there, I am thinking!  
 
The destroyer pulls up to the starboard side, and ties up to us. Help arrives in the form 
of damage control, medical, and food. I’m setting on the deck watching all of this. 
Suddenly, the ship’s horn sounds. The ropes are cut, and the destroyer hauls butt out of 



there. The planes are back! I climb under something close by. Everyone scatters! 
Then……….silence. Nothing happens. The all clear sounds. The destroyer returns. 
Help again is coming aboard. I’m looked at by a medic. I tell him I’m not seriously 
wounded. Someone gives me a sandwich. I’m leaning against a bulkhead covered with 
something slimy. Brains? Body parts? I throw up. I’m not ready for food.  
 
Later in the day, we are told that all wounded will leave the ship. I need to get 
something from my bunk. Someone helps me to it. I pull off the pillow cover, and shove 
in my shaving kit, wallet, underwear, and pictures of my family. Out on the deck, I wait in 
line to be lifted off the ship. I thought I was going to be carried over to the destroyer, but 
it is not there any longer. What I see is the USS America aircraft carrier, off in the 
distance, and above us a helicopter. I’m going to be lifted up INTO it as it hovers above 
the ship. And me, with a fear of heights! My god, will this nightmare ever end? They 
help me to the forward part of the ship. The harness is put around me. I’m told not to 
unfold my arms. I can see why! I’d slide right through the harness and fall to the deck, or 
the sea. I obey the instructions. As I am lifted off the deck, I look at the helicopter 
hovering above me. I won’t look down. Someone at the door of the copter is guiding me 
in. Years later we will meet again via e -mail and talk about that moment. He hauls on 
my shot up leg and I yell out in pain. I’m inside. The harness is off. “Go to the rear!” he 
yells to me. I crawl to the rear of the helo and there is Red. Someone else is brought 
into the hovering helo, and then we are off! I look down at the ship, horrified at what I 
see. The noise from the helo props are loud. And then, we are settling down onto the 
flight deck of the aircraft carrier. Someone helps us out of the helo and onto one of the 
carrier elevators. I’m lying on the deck with other wounded, surrounded by able hands. 
The helo leaves to return to the Liberty for more wounded. The sudden jolt of the 
descending elevator startles us. It’s fairly obvious that we are still in shock. We are level 
with the hangar bay. Two American crewmen grab my arm and carry me into the melee 
of sailors waiting to see the wounded. Flashbulbs go off. We cringe from the blinding 
lights. There are television cameras there. Down the passageways and into sickbay. 
Someone looks at each of us. Medical and Dental staff have been called into action. 
They treat us with TLC and begin administering first aid. We are safe.  
 
When things quiet down, we begin to talk amongst ourselves. Who attacked us? Why 
did they attack us? Who is alive? What is happening? I hear someone say, “It was 
Israeli aircraft that hit us and Israeli torpedo boats that fired the torpedoes.” We are able 
to send Red Cross telegrams. We quickly write letters. I detail in my letter who I know is 
alive and for Merlene to call their families to let them know. I’m thinking then. What are 
our families going through? Do they know what happened? Do they know we are alive?  
Mr. Lewis is temporarily blinded. He will recover. My friend who stood by Comm spaces 
on the Liberty and watched as I was being lifted up the ladder to the mess decks gave 
me a thumbs up sign. I responded. Our last signal together. He was killed in the torpedo 
explosion. Where was Smithy? Where was Frank? Where was Ronnie? Warren. Did me 
make it out? The names were flowing from our lips. We had our pictures taken together 
in front of the Rock of Gibraltar only days ago. Now, some of them will be with us no 
more.  
 



Months later, while at my next command in Sabana Seca, Puerto Rico, and upon 
learning that the USS Belmont was in port, I asked Red to go with me to see the ship. I 
was suffering from PTSS, and didn’t know it. Neither did any of the doctors at the Army 
Hospital to which I retreated often for help. Red and I got aboard the ship in the early 
evening. CTs met us, and gave us the tour. It looked so much like the Liberty, and panic 
was settling in quickly as we walked down inside the ship. I could still hear the shells 
hitting the deck and boring through the bulkheads. The muffled explosion of the torpedo. 
The dead covered by sheets on the tables. The Seaman yelling for his brother. I 
couldn’t handle it. I told Red, “I’ve got to get out of here!” It would be months later when 
PTSS enveloped me to the point I needed to ask for help.  
 
I was flown to Chelsea Naval Hospital, outside of Boston for treatment. A psychiatrist, 
Dr. Brigham, recognized the problem right away, and with him, I managed to crawl out 
of that deep dark hole of despair and into the sunlight of wellness again. Retuning back 
to my command, and my family, I resumed my duties fully.  
 
Although PTSS hung around for years afterwards, I found speaking about the event at 
organized events like Rotary, Kiwanis, Civic Clubs and Navy Reserve Centers to be just 
the thing to cope with the problme. Even though PTSS surfaced now and then, I didn’t 
cringe any longer when planes flew overhead, or loud sounds filled the air.  
 
I’d like to  meet the recruiter who told me that CTs don’t go aboard ships. I have a tale to 
tell. A real mid-watch scorcher of a tale. And the Purple Heart to prove it.  
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DECLARATION OF JAMES PATRICK KAVANAGH 
I, JAMES PATRICK KAVANAGH,  DO DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT THE FOLLOWING STATE-

MENT IS TRUE AND COMPLETE, AND BASED ENTIRELY UPON MY PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE GAINED THROUGH 

DIRECT OBSERVATON, UNLESS SPECIFICALLY STATED OTHERWISE: 

1. My true, full, and correct name is James Patrick Kavanagh. 

2. I am a resident of Yonkers, New York. 

3. On June 8. 1967, I was a member of the crew of USS Liberty. 

4. My rank at that time was CTSNR. 

5. My assigned duty station on June 8. 1967 was cleaning  the TreshCom dish (sitting 

on top of the dish). 

6 Unless specifically stated otherwise, all of the events described in this Declaration 

occurred on June 8. 1967. 

7. Between 1000 and 1100 hours, I observed what appeared to be a maritime re-

connaissance aircraft at approximately 500 feet, move slowly from starboard to 

port making a half moon circle from bow to stern. It then moved away toward 

the shore. This aircraft flew directly over our ship and I observed that it was 

marked with a Military Star of David. The aircraft flew so close to us that we 

waved to the pilot as he looked down at us while banking the aircraft. 

8. When the attack began, I was taking a shower just aft of the CT sleeping quar-

ters just above the screw. While showering I heard what sounded like marbles 

thrown into an empty oil drum then the lights dimmed a few times.   A few sec-

onds later, the apparent second run by attacking aircraft, bullets penetrated the 

ship and a bullet hit just inches away from me tearing a hole in my hip and send-

ing me to the floor of the shower in a pool of blood. 

9. After making it to my emergency station, while I was engaged in destroying clas-

sified material, I observed the frustration of several of my shipmates who were try-

ing to communicate an emergency ZULU message to the Sixth Fleet, or anyone 

else within earshot.  They all complained about excessive noise (jamming) on all 
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the frequencies they tried. They were also frustrated by the missing antennas that 

had been shot up during the attack. 

10. While at my emergency station in the research spaces, the torpedo hit and 

shrapnel tore into my legs and feet.  I observed seeing daylight a few seconds 

after the hit from inside the ship three decks below. 

11. Seconds after the torpedo hit, it was pitch black with just a small light from the 

torpedo hole to guide me towards the ladder and up to the next level.  Although 

there were many who died around us, there was no way to see anything at that 

time.  However, as I made my way along the ceiling pipes and towards the lad-

der I could here many screams from shipmates who were in pain and seemed as 

disoriented as I was.  Making it to the hatch I was pulled out by a few shipmates 

stationed there helping others get out of the small escape hatch.  A few made it 

out behind me and then the water started to gush out of the hatch.  I remember 

a marine going back down to try to rescue others. They called for him, and 

called for him.  The hatch had to be secured in order to save the ship.  A minute 

or two later there were noises coming from inside the hatch.  After a brief argu-

ment, the hatch remained secured.  The noises stopped.   

12. I was helped up and led to a passageway just above the mess decks near the 

weapons locker.  CT2 Spicher was there and receiving CPR.  I helped a bit but 

we soon realized he had expired.   

13. A few minutes later we were told to stand by to repel boarders.  We received a 

few guns and waited patiently for the battle.  It never happened.  After a few 

hours I was taken to the mess decks and observed many injured shipmates on 

tables and on the deck.  So many were in terrible shape.  Although I was hit sev-

eral times, I felt fortunate.  Mr. Armstrong died shortly thereafter.  All through the 

night there were sailors asking for help and pain killers.  With nothing left to offer, 

they passed out some liquor many officers purchased in foreign ports.  We drank!  

Surprisingly, I didn’t get drunk even with a whole bottle of vodka.       
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14. I remember seeing most everyone injured in some way.  I t was a big bloodbath 

and there were holes all throughout the ship, as rockets and armor piercing bul-

lets penetrated the skin of the ship.  The entire time after the attack (22 hours) 

the ship was listing badly and those trying to get around were half walking on the 

deck and half on the bottom of a bulkhead.    

15. After two weeks in the hospital aboard the USS America, I was flown to Naples, 

Italy for another needed operation.  After this operation, I was informed that two 

NSA personnel were going to debrief me.  They arrived and were left alone with 

me at my bedside.  They asked me what happened and I told them everything I 

knew.  They told me that I was never to speak of the attack to anyone and not 

to provide details about the attack to anyone.  They also told me that if I com-

mitted a breach of this agreement that I would spend many years in Leaven-

worth.  I was 18 years old and was very intimidated by this visit.  I spoke to no one 

after that.  I believe this visit took place during the last week of June 1967. 

16. I neither asked to testify before the Court of Inquiry, nor was I asked to testify.   

17. I spent 4 months in var ious hospitals and was eventually released back to duty 

for my last year of duty.   

 

Dated: January 15, 2004    Signed:       /S/ 

     James P. Kavanagh 
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Diplomatic Note From Secretary of State Rusk to the Israeli Ambassador 
 
National Archives and Records Administration, RG 59, Central Files 1967-69, POL 27 
ARAB-ISR. 
 
“Washington, June 10, 1967. 
 
The Secretary of State presents his compliments to His Excellency the Ambassador of 
Israel and has the honor to refer to the Ambassadors Note o f June 10, 1967 concerning 
the attack by Israeli aircraft and torpedo boats on the United States naval vessel U.S.S. 
Liberty, which was carried out at 1605 and 1625 hours local time. Respectively, on June 
8, 1967 while the U.S.S. Liberty was engaged in peaceful activities in international 
waters. 
 
At the time of the attack, the U.S.S Liberty was flying the American flag and its 
identification was clearly indicated in large white letters and numerals on its hull. It was 
broad daylight and the weather conditions were excellent. Experience demonstrates 
that both the flag and the identification number of the vessel were readily visible from 
the air. At 1450 hours local time on June 8, 1967, two Israeli aircraft circled the U.S.S. 
Liberty three times, with the evident purpose of identifying the vessel. Accordingly there 
is every reason to believe that the U.S.S Liberty was identified, or at least her nationality 
determined, by Israeli aircraft approximately one hour before the attack. In these 
circumstances, the later military attack by Israeli aircraft on the U.S.S. Liberty is quite 
literally incomprehensible. As a minimum, the attack must be condemned as an act of 
military recklessness reflecting wanton disregard for human life. 
 
The subsequent attack by Israeli torpedo boats, substantially after the vessel was or 
should have been identified by Israeli military forces, manifests the same reckless 
disregard for human life. The silhouette and conduct of the U.S.S Liberty readily 
distinguished it from any vessel that could have been considered as hostile. The U.S.S. 
Liberty was peacefully engaged, posed no threat whatsoever to the torpedo boats, and 
obviously carried no armament affording it a combat capability. It could and should have 
been scrutinized visually at close range before torpedoes were fired. 
 
While the Ambassador of Israel has informed Secretary of State that "the Government 
of Israel is prepared to make amends for the tragic loss of life and material damage," 
the Secretary of State wishes to make clear that the United States Government expects 
the Government of Israel also to take the disciplinary measures which international law 
requires in the event of wrongful conduct by the military personnel of a State. He wishes 
also to make clear that the United States Government expects the Government of Israel 
to issue instructions necessary to ensure that United States personnel and property will 
not again be endangered by the wrongful actions of Israeli military personnel. 
 
The United States Government expects that the Government of Israel will provide 
compensation in accordance with international law to the extent that it is possible to 
compensate for the losses sustained in this tragic event. The Department of State will, 



in the near future, present to the Government of Israel a full monetary statement of its 
claim.” 
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Telegram From the Department of State to the Embassy in Israel  
 
(Source: National Archives and Records Administration, RG 59, Central Files 1967-69, 
POL 27 ARAB-ISR. Secret; Exdis. Drafted by Lambrakis on August 30; cleared by 
Bahti, Wehmeyer, and Davies; and approved by Katzenbach.) 
 
Washington, August 31, 1967, 2107Z. 
30382. Subj: U.S.S. Liberty. 
 
1. Under Secretary called in Charge Evron August 30 to comment on Israeli examining 
judge's report./2/ Explained it has already been given on confidential basis to a few 
Congressional committees. Also, quite a few people in the USG had handled it, as it 
was received through more than one channel from GOI. At least its existence, and 
perhaps some of its substance, can be expected to leak out. It may then become 
necessary for US to publish the exchange of notes. We shall inform GOI in advance if 
that eventuality arises and will do any publishing in low-key. We have no desire to 
exacerbate the issue. If this procedure causes major problems for GOI now is the time 
to speak out. Some leakage has occurred already in this week's Newsweek magazine. 
 
2. Evron said he would refer matter back to his government. He speculated it might be 
possible for his government to acquiesce in such publication of the notes, in which case 
it could be done jointly. He wished to express GOI's deep appreciation of restrained 
manner in which entire affair was handled by USG. 
 
3. On substance of report, Under Secretary said he personally had been very surprised 
with the ending. Report was obviously candid since any such confusion could not 
possibly have been invented. Examining judge laid out point after point confirming 
negligence on part of various Israeli officials in affair, yet ended up finding no deviation 
from normal conduct. Surely, Under Secretary said, one cannot believe such conduct 
was consistent with normal Israeli practice and did not involve culpable negligence on 
part of officials involved. 
 
4. Evron was subdued in manner and said there was little he could add. He had raised 
matter with GOI when in Israel in July and had spoken personally with COS Rabin. 
Rabin had stressed that investigation being entrusted to impartial military judge, and 
COS would have to abide by judge's findings. Affair had obviously been very damaging 
for GOI, Evron continued, and everything will be done to avoid repetition of such 
incident if ever similar circumstances arose, which he devoutly hoped they would not. 
 
5. Under Secretary reiterated his surprise at judge's findings though he assured Evron 
he did not intend publicly to express these personal conclusions. If GOI should ever 
decide to publish the report, he added, we would appreciate identification of Liberty as 
US communications ship, in keeping with manner in which it identified in our own public 
utterances. 
 



6. Evron agreed this manner of identification should present no problem but thought 
GOI would not publish report at all. 
 
Rusk 
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Findings of the Independent Commission of Inquiry 
into the Israeli Attack on USS Liberty, 

the Recall of Military Rescue Support Aircraft 
while the Ship was Under Attack, and the 

Subsequent Cover-up by the United States Government 
 
 
CAPITOL HILL, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
OCTOBER 22, 2003  
 
ADMIRAL THOMAS H. MOORER, UNITED STATES NAVY, (RET.) 
FORMER CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
 
GENERAL RAYMOND G. DAVIS, UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS, (MOH)* 
FORMER ASSISTANT COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS  
 
REAR ADMIRAL MERLIN STARING, UNITED STATES NAVY, (RET.) 
FORMER JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL OF THE NAVY HH  
 
AMBASSADOR JAMES AKINS, (RET.) 
FORMER UNITED STATES AMBASSADOR TO SAUDI ARABIA  
 
We, the undersigned, having undertaken an independent investigation of Israel’s 
attack on USS Liberty, including eyewitness testimony from surviving 
crewmembers, a review of naval and other official records, an examination of 
official statements by the Israeli and American governments, a study of the 
conclusions of all previous official inquiries, and a consideration of important 
new evidence and recent statements from individuals having direct knowledge of 
the attack or the cover up, hereby find the following: **  
 
1. That on June 8, 1967, after eight hours of aerial surveillance, Israel launched a 
two-hour air and naval attack against USS Liberty, the world’s most sophisticated 
intelligence ship, inflicting 34 dead and 172 wounded American servicemen (a 
casualty rate of seventy percent, in a crew of 294);  
 
2. That the Israeli air attack lasted approximately 25 minutes, during which time 
unmarked Israeli aircraft dropped napalm canisters on USS Liberty's bridge, and 
fired 30mm cannons and rockets into our ship, causing 821 holes, more than 100 
of which were rocket-size; survivors estimate 30 or more sorties were flown over 
the ship by a minimum of 12 attacking Israeli planes which were jamming all five 
American emergency radio channels;  
 
3. That the torpedo boat attack involved not only the firing of torpedoes, but the 
machine-gunning of Liberty’s firefighters and stretcher-bearers as they struggled 
to save their ship and crew; the Israeli torpedo boats later returned to machine-



gun at close range three of the Liberty’s life rafts that had been lowered into the 
water by survivors to rescue the most seriously wounded;  
 
4. That there is compelling evidence that Israel’s attack was a deliberate attempt 
to destroy an American ship and kill her entire crew; evidence of such intent is 
supported by statements from Secretary of State Dean Rusk, Undersecretary of 
State George Ball, former CIA director Richard Helms, former NSA directors 
Lieutenant General William Odom, USA (Ret.), Admiral Bobby Ray Inman, USN 
(Ret.), and Marshal Carter; former NSA deputy directors Oliver Kirby and Major 
General John Morrison, USAF (Ret.); and former Ambassador Dwight Porter, U.S. 
Ambassador to Lebanon in 1967;  
 
5. That in attacking USS Liberty, Israel committed acts of murder against 
American servicemen and an act of war against the United States;  
6. That fearing conflict with Israel, the White House deliberately prevented the 
U.S. Navy from coming to the defense of USS Liberty by recalling Sixth Fleet 
military rescue support while the ship was under attack; evidence of the recall of 
rescue aircraft is supported by statements of Captain Joe Tully, Commanding 
Officer of the aircraft carrier USS Saratoga, and Rear Admiral Lawrence Geis, the 
Sixth Fleet carrier division commander, at the time of the attack; never before in 
American naval history has a rescue mission been cancelled when an American 
ship was under attack;  
 
7. That although Liberty was saved from almost certain destruction through the 
heroic efforts of the ship’s Captain, William L. McGonagle (MOH), and his brave 
crew, surviving crewmembers were later threatened with “court-martial, 
imprisonment or worse” if they exposed the truth; and were abandoned by their 
own government;  
 
8. That due to the influence of Israel’s powerful supporters in the United States, 
the White House deliberately covered up the facts of this attack from the 
American people;  
 
9. That due to continuing pressure by the pro-Israel lobby in the United States, 
this attack remains the only serious naval incident that has never been 
thoroughly investigated by Congress; to this day, no surviving crewmember has 
been permitted to officially and publicly testify about the attack;  
 
10. That there has been an official cover-up without precedent in American naval 
history; the existence of such a cover-up is now supported by statements of Rear 
Admiral Merlin Staring, USN (Ret.), former Judge Advocate General of the Navy; 
and Captain Ward Boston, USN, (Ret.), the chief counsel to the Navy’s 1967 Court 
of Inquiry of Liberty attack;  
 



11. That the truth about Israel’s attack and subsequent White House cover-up 
continues to be officially concealed from the American people to the present day 
and is a national disgrace;  
 
12. That a danger to our national security exists whenever our elected officials 
are willing to subordinate American interests to those of any foreign nation, and 
specifically are unwilling to challenge Israel’s interests when they conflict with 
American interests; this policy, evidenced by the failure to defend USS Liberty 
and the subsequent official cover-up of the Israeli attack, endangers the safety of 
Americans and the security of the United States.  
 
WHEREUPON, we, the undersigned, in order to fulfill our duty to the brave crew 
of USS Liberty and to all Americans who are asked to serve in our Armed Forces, 
hereby call upon the Department of the Navy, the Congress of the United States 
and the American people to immediately take the following actions:  
 
FIRST: That a new Court of Inquiry be convened by the Department of the Navy, 
operating with Congressional oversight, to take public testimony from surviving 
crewmembers; and to thoroughly investigate the circumstances of the attack on 
the USS Liberty, with full cooperation from the National Security Agency, the 
Central Intelligence Agency and the military intelligence services, and to 
determine Israel’s possible motive in launching said attack on a U.S. naval 
vessel;  
 
SECOND: That every appropriate committee of the Congress of the United States 
investigate the actions of the White House and Defense Department that 
prevented the rescue of the USS Liberty, thereafter threatened her surviving 
officers and men if they exposed the truth, and covered up the true 
circumstances of the attack from the American people; and  
 
THIRD: That the eighth day of June of every year be proclaimed to be hereafter 
known as  USS LIBERTY REMEMBRANCE DAY, in order to commemorate USS 
Liberty’s heroic crew; and to educate the American people of the danger to our 
national security inherent in any passionate attachment of our elected officials for 
any foreign nation.  
 
We, the undersigned, hereby affix our hands and seals, this 22nd day of October, 
2003.  
 
Thomas H. Moorer 
Former Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
 
General of Marines Raymond G. Davis, USMC, MOH* 
Merlin Staring 
Rear Admiral Merlin Staring, USN, Ret., 
Former Judge Advocate General of the Navy, 



 
James Akins 
Ambassador James Akins, Ret., 
Former United States Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, 
 
*IN MEMORIAM: General of Marines Raymond G. Davis, one of America’s most 
decorated military heroes (including the Congressional Medal of Honor), Vice 
Chairman of this panel and one of the principal members of this Independent 
Commission of Inquiry, passed away in Conyers, Georgia, on September 3, 2003. 
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December 2003, pages 14-15 

Special Report 

Cristol Claim of 13 Investigations Into Israel’s Attack on USS 
Liberty a Travesty 

By Terence O’Keefe 

When A. Jay Cristol’s The Liberty Incident was released a year ago, it was uncritically hailed as the last word 
in the 36-year controversy surrounding Israel’s 1967 attack on the USS Liberty that took 34 American lives 
and wounded 172. The book was packed with tedious minutiae arguing the case. Indeed, if its author is to 
be believed, Liberty survivors have engaged in a 36-year slander against the state of Israel—which was 
guilty, at worst, of a grievous mistake in the heat of war. 

“Thirteen investigations have all exonerated Israel,” is Cristol’s mantra. 

Like many others, I found the author’s case initially persuasive. Here, after all, is a federal judge, a Navy 
captain, author, scholar, former Navy lawyer and apparently a combat fighter pilot who claims to have 
studied this matter for 15 years, with an open mind, and who finally was forced to conclude that it was a 
tragic accident. Those who say otherwise, I agreed, must be either mistaken or malicious. 

But the survivors are persuasive, too—and Cristol dismisses their eyewitness accounts out-of-hand. 
Eyewitnesses, he claims, are not reliable, as they are too close to the event to be believed. Better to rely 
upon dispassionate historians such as himself who examine the evidence later, with a cooler and more 
objective vision.  

It was with that view that I decided to examine both the Cristol and the Liberty positions in an effort to find 
where the truth lies. For more than a year I queried survivors and Mr. Cristol himself, seeking facts, 
evidence and the truth. 

To most questions, Cristol points to his account of 13 exonerating investigations, so I focused closely on 
those. Here is the result: 

Cristol’s 13 Investigations 

1. The U.S. Navy Court of Inquiry: The senior legal adviser to the Court of Inquiry reflected that, in his 
entire career, he has never seen court of inquiry appointing letters with such limited authority, or an 
investigation made in such haste. The court’s hearings began before the Liberty even arrived in Malta, and 
the report was completed just 10 days after the attack. The court commented on this haste in the official 
record: “The Court of Inquiry experienced no unusual difficulties incident to conducting the subject 
proceedings except for the necessity of investigating such a major naval disaster of international significance 
in an extremely abbreviated time frame.” 

Due in part to the required haste and the limitations imposed on the scope of the court’s inquiries (“It was 
not the responsibility of the court to rule on the culpability of the attackers, and no evidence was heard from 
the attacking nation”), the court concluded that “available evidence combines to indicate...[that the attack 
was] a case of mistaken identity.” 

How, one might ask, could one inquire into all of the circumstances without hearing from the attacking 
nation? In fact, the court did neither. According to Captain Ward Boston, chief legal counsel to the Court of 
Inquiry, the court found that the attack was deliberate, but reported falsely that it was not because they 



were directed by the president of the United States and the secretary of defense to report falsely. So the 
findings are fraudulent. Yet these fraudulent findings were the basis for several other reports that followed. 

2. Israeli government investigations: The Ram Ron and Yerushalmi reports of 1967 were not investigations. 
Both were elements of an Israeli process to determine whether anyone in Israel should be tried for a crime. 
That the attack itself was an accident was a given. Both hearings officers determined that no one in Israel 
did anything wrong, and that the USS Liberty was partly responsible, for a number of contrived reasons, 
such as “failure to fly a flag” and “trying to hide”—which the Navy Court of Inquiry found to be untrue. 

3. The Joint Chiefs of Staff Report of June 1967: This was an inquiry into the mishandling of several 
messages intended for the ship. It was not an investigation into the attack. It did not exonerate Israel, 
because it did not in any way consider the question of culpability. 

4. CIA report of June 13, 1967: This interim report, completed five days after the attack, reported “our best 
judgment [is] that the attack...was a mistake.” No investigation was conducted, and no first-hand evidence 
was collected. Then-CIA Director Richard Helms concluded and later reported in his autobiography that the 
attack was planned and deliberate—a fact ignored by Mr. Cristol. 

5. Clark Clifford report of July 18, 1967: Clark Clifford was directed by Lyndon Johnson to review the Court 
of Inquiry report and the interim CIA report and “not to make an independent inquiry.” His was merely a 
summary of other fallacious reports, not an “investigation” as alleged by Mr. Cristol. The report reached no 
conclusions and did not exonerate Israel, as Mr. Cristol also claimed. On the contrary, Clifford wrote later 
that he regarded the attack as deliberate—a fact ignored by Mr. Cristol. 

6. and 7. Two Senate Investigations: The Committee on Foreign Relations meeting of 1967 and Senate 
Armed Services Committee meeting of 1968 were hearings on unrelated matters which clearly skeptical 
members used to castigate representatives of the administration under oath before them. Typical questions 
were, “Why can’t we get the truth about this?” They were not “investigations” at all, but budget hearings, 
and reported no conclusions concerning the attack. They did not exonerate Israel, as claimed by Mr. Cristol. 

8. House Appropriations Committee meeting of April and May 1968: This was a budget committee meeting 
which explored the issue of lost messages intended for the ship. It was not an investigation and reported no 
conclusions concerning the attack, as alleged by Mr. Cristol. 

9. House Armed Services Committee Review of Communications, May 1971: Liberty communications were 
discussed along with other communications failures. The committee reported no conclusions concerning the 
attack, as alleged by Mr. Cristol. 

10. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, 1979/1981: Mr. Cristol claims that the committee investigated 
the attack and exonerated Israel, yet he has been unable to provide minutes, a report or other evidence of 
such an investigation. Rules of the select committee require that any committee investigation be followed by 
a report. There is no report of such an investigation; ergo, there was no such investigation. 

11. National Security Agency Report, 1981: Upon the publication in 1980 of Assault on the Liberty by James 
Ennes, the National Security Agency completed a detailed account of the attack. The report drew no 
conclusions, although its authors did note that the deputy director dismissed the Israeli excuse (the 
Yerushalmi report) as “a nice whitewash.” The report did not exonerate Israel, as claimed by Mr. Cristol. 

12. State of Israel–Israel Defense Force History Department report of June 1982: This Israeli government 
report was a reaction to a published report by Sen. Adlai Stevenson III that he believed the attack to be 
deliberate and hoped to provide a forum for survivors to tell their story. It was primarily a summary of the 
Ram Ron and Yerushalmi reports. The Stevenson forum, which was the impetus for the report, was never 
held. The report supports the official Israeli position that the attack was a tragic accident. 

13. House Armed Services Committee investigation of 1991/1992: Though cited by Mr. Cristol as an 
investigation which exonerates Israel, the U.S. government reports no record of such an investigation. 
Cristol claims that the investigation resulted from a letter to Rep. Nicholas Mavroules from Joe Meadors, 
then-president of the USS Liberty Veterans Association, seeking Mavroules’ support. Instead of responding 



to Liberty veterans, however, Congressman Mavroules referred the matter to Mr. Cristol for advice. 
Survivors heard nothing further. Meadors’ letter was never answered. The U.S. government reports that 
there has been no such investigation.  

Time for a Real Investigation 

Liberty survivors have said for 36 years that theirs is the only major maritime incident not investigated by 
Congress. Apologist Cristol’s response is to claim that no investigation is needed because the attack has 
been investigated repeatedly, and that each such investigation has exonerated Israel. That claim is pure 
fantasy. A recent request to the Congressional Research Service for evidence of any congressional inquiry 
into the attack on the USS Liberty brought a report that Congress has never investigated the attack. Israeli 
culpability for the attack on the USS Liberty has never been investigated by any agency of the United States 
government. It should be. 

Terence O’Keefe is a CPA working on a master’s degree in strategic intelligence at the American Military 
University. He plans to write his thesis on the Liberty attack. 
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                                  SC No. 07445/67 
 
                              THE WHITE HOUSE 
  
                               - WASHINGTON - 
PRESIDENT'S FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY BOARD 
 
                                July 18,1967 
 
                    The Israeli Attack on the USS Liberty 
 
The Attack 
 
On the afternoon of June 8 (2:05 p.m., Israeli time), the USS Liberty 
while in international waters in the Eastern Mediterranean suffered an 
attack by Israeli aircraft and motor torpedo boats. When attacked the 
Liberty was approximately 15.5 nautical miles north of Sinai and was 
traveling in a westerly direction at a speed of five knots. 
 
The initial attack consisted of five or six straffing runs by jet 
aircraft and was followed twenty-four minutes later with an attack by 
three motor torpedo boats. 
 
The attack was executed with complete surprise, remarkable efficiency, 
devastating accuracy and deeply tragic results. 
 
Israel's explanation  the Attack 
 
Israel1s explanation of the attack is summarized as follows: 
 
a.      The attack was an "innocent mistake--no criminal negligence was 
involved." 
 
b.      Israel's Navy and Air Force had received a number of reports 
that El Arish was being shelled from the sea.  These reports were later 
determined to be erroneous but, at the time they were received, they 
were accepted at face value by Israeli Naval and Air Force headquarters. 
 
C.      Israeli officers who knew the Liberty had been identified 
earlier the same day did not connect her with the unidentified ships 
said to be shelling El Arish (and apparently the fact that a U. S. flag 
vessel was in the area was not communicated to subordinate elements of 
the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF)). 
 
d.      A second "mistaken report"  -- that the Liberty was steaming  at 
thirty knots--was received by the IDF. When the Liberty was identified 



on the morning of June 8, the IDF determined from Janes Fighting Ships 
that the Liberty's maximum speed was eighteen knots. The second 
"mistaken report" led to the conclusion that the earlier identification 
of the Liberty was erroneous and that the vessel allegedly traveling at 
thirty knots was an enemy ship. 
 
e.      IDF standing orders provided that any ships in the area cruising 
at speeds above twenty knots may be brought under attack without further 
identification. Thus the air attack was launched. 
 
f.      A third mistake" resulted in the execution of the second (motor 
torpedo boat) stage of the attack.  This third error of the IDF was its 
mistaken identification of the Liberty as the Egyptian supply ship El 
Quseir. 
 
g.      Immediately following the air attack, serious doubts began to 
arise concerning the true identity of the ship, but these doubts were 
not communicated to the commanding officer of the motor torpedo boats 
before he launched the second stage of the attack. 
 
h.      Prior to launching the torpedo attack one of the Israeli boats 
sent an "A-A" signal (meaning "what is your identity?") to the Liberty. 
The Liberty, instead of identifying herself, responded with an "A-A" 
signal. Officers on the Israeli boats interpreted the return signal as 
an evasion and concluded that the vessel in question was Egyptian, 
whereupon the torpedos were launched. 
 
i.      The Liberty acted with lack of care by approaching excessively 
close to shore in an area which was a scene of war, without advising the 
Israeli authorities of its presence and without identifying itself 
elaborately. The Liberty tried to hide its presence and its identity 
both before it was discovered and after having been attacked. 
 
Our Findings of Fact 
 
Based upon a thorough review of all information on the incident which 
has become available thus far, I wish to submit the following findings 
of fact: 
 
a.      At all times prior to, during, and following the attack, the 
Liberty was in international waters where she had every right to be.  As 
a noncombatant neutral vessel she maintained the impartial attitude of 
neutrality at all times prior to the attack. 
 
b.      Prior to the attack no inquiry was made by the Israeli 
Government as to whether there were U.S. flag vessels in the general 



area of the Eastern Mediterranean adjoining Israel and the United Arab 
Republic. 
 
c.      The weather was clear and calm in the area at the time of attack 
and throughout the preceding hours of June .  Visibility was excellent. 
 
d.      At all times prior to the attack the Liberty was flying her 
normal size American flag (five feet by eight feet) at the masthead. 
The flag was shot down during the air attack and was replaced by a 
second American flag (seven feet by thirteen feet) five minutes prior to 
the attack by motor torpedo boats.  The Liberty did not endeavor to hide 
her identity or her presence in international waters at any time prior 
to or during the attack. 
 
e.      The Liberty's U.S. Navy distinguishing letters and number were 
printed clearly on her bow.  The Liberty's number was painted clearly in 
English on her stern. (Egyptian naval ships such as the El Quseir, with 
which the Liberty was allegedly confused, carry their names in Arabic 
script.) 
 
f.      The ship's configuration and her standard markings were clearly 
sufficient for reconnaissance aircraft and waterborne vessels to 
identify her correctly as the noncombatant ship Liberty. 
 
g.      At the time she was attacked, the Liberty was making only five 
knots.  Her maximum capability is eighteen knots, a fact which had been 
ascertained by IDF personnel when she was identified on the morning of 
June 8. 
 
h.  Prior to the torpedo attack the Liberty neither received nor 
dispatched an "A-A"  signal.  The Israeli claim that the Liberty 
transmitted an "A-A'1 signal prior to the torpedo attack is demonstrably 
false. The Liberty's signal light capability was tota lly destroyed in 
the air attack which occurred some twenty minutes before the torpedo 
boats appeared on the scene.  Intermittently prior to the attack Liberty 
personnel observed a flashing light coming from the center boat.  The 
first intelligible signal received by the Liberty was an offer of help 
following the torpedo attack. 
 
i.  The Liberty was reconnoitered by aircraft of unidentified 
nationality on three separate occasions prior to the attack--5 hours 
and 13 minutes before the attack, 3 hours and 7 minutes before the 
attack, and 2 hours and 37 minutes before the attack.  Personnel on the 
Liberty, who observed and in some instances photographed the 
reconnaissance aircraft, were unable to identify them fully. Positive 
evidence concerning their nationality is still lacking, however, there 



are several grounds for assuming they were Israeli:  (1) when the 
aircraft orbited the Liberty on three separate occasions the 
Arab-Israeli war was in its fourth day,  the Egyptian Air Force had 
been substantially destroyed, and the Israeli Air Force was in 
effective control of the air space in the area; (2) [ ---- excised ----] 
received information from a reliable and sensitive Israeli source 
reporting that he had listened to IDF air-to-ground transmissions on 
the morning of June 8 indicating Israeli aircraft sighting of a vessel 
flying the U.S. flag; (3) in the course of advancing its explanation 
for the attack, the Israeli Government acknowledged that the Liberty 
had been identified by IDF officers early on the morning of June 8. 
 
3. [ --- excised --- ] shortly after the torpedo attack, the Israelis 
began to have doubts as to the identity of the vessel and efforts were 
intensified to verify its identification.  Ten minutes after the torpedo 
attack an Israeli ground controller still believed it to be Egyptian. 
Identification attempts continued, and forty-five minutes after the 
torpedo attack, helicopters were checking the masts, flag and bow number 
of the Liberty.  By this time, there appears to have been no question in 
Israeli minds as to what had happened.  The weight of the evidence is 
that the Israeli attacking force originally believed their target was 
Egyptian. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Based upon a thorough review of all information on the incident which 
has become available thus far, I wish to submit the following 
conclusions: 
 
a.      The information thus far available does not reflect that the 
Israeli high command made a premeditated attack on a ship known to be 
American. 
 
b.      The evidence at hand does not support the theory that the 
highest echelons of the Israeli Government were aware of the Liberty's 
true identity or of the fact that an attack on her was taking place. To 
disprove such a theory would necessitate a degree of access to Israeli 
personnel and information which in all likelihood can never be achieved. 
 
c.      That the Liberty could have been mistaken for the Egyptian 
supply ship El Quseir is unbelievable. El Quseir has one-fourth the 
displacement of the Liberty, roughly half the beam, is 180 feet shorter, 
and is very differently configured.  The Liberty's unusual antenna array 
and hull markings should have been visible to low-flying aircraft and 
torpedo boats.  In the heat of battle the Liberty was able to identify 
one of the attacking torpedo boats as Israeli and to ascertain its hull 



number.  In the same circumstances, trained Israeli naval personnel 
should have been able easily to see and identify the larger hull 
markings on the Liberty. 
 
d.      The best interpretation from available facts is that there were 
gross and inexcusable failures in the command and control of subordinate 
Israeli naval and air elements. One element of the Israeli air force 
knew the location and identification of the Liberty around 9:00 a.m. and 
did not launch an attack.  Yet, hours later, apparently a different IDF 
element made the decision to attack the same vessel that earlier flights 
had identified and refrained from attacking. 
 
e.      There is no justification for the failure of the IDF-With the 
otherwise outstanding efficiency which it demonstrated in the course of 
the war--to ensure prompt alerting of all appropriate elements of the 
IDF of the fact that a U.S. ship was in the area.  There was ample time 
to accomplish such alerting because the Liberty had been identified as a 
U.S. flag vessel five hours before the attack took place. 
 
f.      The unprovoked attack on the Liberty constitutes a flagrant act 
of gross negligence for which the Israeli Government should be held 
completely responsible, and the Israeli military personnel involved 
should be punished. 
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Now, in view of the maliciousness of this "Volkischer Beobachter" announcement, and 
in fairness to the men of the British Merchant Navy, I think it is proper that I should say, 
that contrary to the allegation in this Nazi sheet, the Athenia of course made repeated 
wireless distress signals which were in fact intercepted and answered by His Majesty's 
ship Electra, in escort, as well as by the Norwegian steamer Knut Nelson and the yacht 
Southern Cross.  
 
I shall submit evidence to the Tribunal to establish that, in fact, the Athenia was sunk by 
the German U-boat U-30. So unjustifiable was the torpedoing of the Athenia, however, 
that the German Navy embarked upon a course of falsification of their records and on 
other dishonest measures, in the hope of hiding their guilty secret. And for their part, as 
the Tribunal has seen, the Nazi propagandists indulged in their favourite falsehood of 
seeking to shift the responsibility to the British.  
 
The Captain of the U-boat 30, Oberleutnant Lemp, was later killed in action, but some of 
the original crew of the U-30 have survived to tell the tale, and they are now prisoners of 
war. And so that the truth of this episode may be placed beyond a peradventure, I 
submit to the Tribunal an affidavit by a member of the crew of the U-30; as to the 
sinking of the Athenia and as to one aspect of the attempt to conceal the true facts.  
I refer to document C-654, Exhibit GB 219, at Page 106 of the document book. The 
affidavit reads:  

 
"I, Adolf Schmidt, Official Number N 1043-33T, do solemnly declare that:  
I am now confined to Camp No. 133, Lethbridge, Alberta.  
 
On the first day of war, 3rd September, 1939, a ship of approximately 10,000 
tons was torpedoed in the late hours of the evening by the U-30.  
 
After the ship was torpedoed and we surfaced again, approximately half an hour 
after the explosion, the Commandant called me to the tower in order to show me 
the torpedoed ship. 
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I saw the ship with my very eyes, but I do not think that the ship could see our U-
boat at that time on account of the position of the moon.  



Only a few members of the crew had an opportunity to go to the tower in order to 
see the torpedoed ship.  
 
Apart from myself, Oberleutnant Hinsch was in the tower when I saw the steamer 
after the attack.  
 
I observed that the ship was listing.  
 
No warning shot was fired before the torpedo was launched.  
 
I myself observed much commotion on board the torpedoed ship.  
 
I believe that the ship had only one smoke stack.  
 
In the attack on this steamer one or two torpedoes were fired which did not 
explode, but I myself heard the explosion of the torpedo which hit the steamer.  
 
Oberleutnant Lemp waited until darkness before surfacing.  
 
I was severely wounded by aircraft 14th September, 1939.  
 
Oberleutnant Lemp shortly before my disembarkation in Reykjavik, 19th 
September, 1939, visited me in the forenoon in the petty officers' quarters where 
I was lying severely wounded.  
 
Oberleutnant Lemp then had the petty officers' quarters cleared in order to be 
alone with me.  
 
Oberleutnant Lemp then showed me a declaration under oath according to which 
I had to bind myself to mention nothing concerning the incidents of 3rd 
September, 1939, on board the U-30.  
 
This declaration under oath had approximately the following wording: I, the 
undersigned, swear hereby that I shall keep secret all happenings of 3rd 
September, 1939, on board the U-30, from either foe or friend, and that I shall 
erase from my memory all happenings of this day.'  
 
I signed this declaration under oath, which was drawn up by the Commandant in 
his own handwriting, very illegibly with my left hand.  
 
Later on in Iceland when I heard about the sinking of the Athenia, the idea came 
into my mind that the U-30 on the 3rd September, 1939, might have sunk the 
Athenia, especially since the Captain caused me to sign the above- mentioned 
declaration.  
 
Up to to-day I have never spoken to anyone concerning these events.  



Due to the termination of the war I consider myself freed from my oath."  
 

Donitz's part in the Athenia episode is described in an affidavit which he has sworn, 
which is D-638, Exhibit GB 220, at Page 102 of the document book. The affidavit was 
sworn in English, and I invite the Tribunal to look at it and observe the addition, in 
Donitz's handwriting, of four words at the end of the affidavit, the  significance of which 
will be seen in a moment.  
 
The defendant Donitz states:  
 
"U-30 returned to harbour about mid-September. I met the captain, Oberleutnant Lemp, 
on the lockside at Wilhelmshaven, as the boat was entering harbour, and he asked 
permission to speak to me in private. I noticed immediately that he was looking very 
unhappy, and he told me at once that he thought he was responsible for the sinking of 
the Athenia in the North Channel area. In accordance with my previous instructions he 
had been keeping a sharp lookout for possible armed merchant cruisers in the 
approaches to the British Isles, and had torpedoed a ship which he afterwards identified 
as the Athenia from wireless broadcasts, under the impression that she was an armed 
merchant cruiser on patrol. I had never specified in my instructions any particular type of 
ship as armed merchant cruiser, nor mentioned any names of ships. I despatched Lemp 
at once by air to report to the S.K.L. at Berlin; in the meantime, I ordered complete 
secrecy as a provisional measure. Later on the same day or  
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early on the following day, I received a verbal order from Kapitan zur See Fricke" - who 
was head of the Operations Division of the Naval War Staff - "that:  
 

(1) The affair was to be kept a total secret.  
(2) The O.K.M. considered that a court-martial was not necessary as they were 
satisfied that the captain had acted in good faith.  
(3) Political explanations would be handled- by the O.K.M.  

 
I had had no part whatsoever in the political events in which the Fuehrer claimed that no 
U-boat had sunk the Athenia.  
 
After Lemp returned to Wilhelmshaven from Berlin, I interrogated him thoroughly on the 
sinking and formed the impression that, although he had taken reasonable care, he had 
still not taken sufficient precautions to establish fully the identity of the ship before 
attacking. Prior to the occurrence of this incident I had given very strict orders that all 
merchant vessels and neutrals were to be treated according to prize law. I accordingly 
placed him under cabin arrest, as I felt certain that he would be acquitted by a court-
martial which would, however, entail unnecessary publicity" - and then Donitz has 
added the words "and too much time." 
 



It is right, I think, that I should add that Donitz's suggestion that the captain of the U-30 
sank the Athenia in mistake for a merchant cruiser must be considered in the light of a 
document which Colonel Phillimore submitted - Document C-191, Exhibit GB 193, 
dated; 22nd September, 1939 - which contained Donitz's order that "the sinking of a 
merchant ship must be justified in the War Diary as due to possible confusion with a 
warship or an auxiliary cruiser."  
 
Now, the U-30 returned to Wilhelmshaven on 27th September, 1939. I submit another 
fraudulent naval document, Document D- 659, Page 110 of the document book, which 
will be Exhibit GB 221, which is an extract from the War Diary of the Chief of U-boats, 
and it is an extract for 27th September, 1939. The Tribunal will see that it reads:  
 

"U-30 comes in. 
She had sunk: 
S.S. Blairlogies, 
S.S. Fanad Head." 

 
There is no reference at all, of course, to the sinking of the Athenia.  
 
But perhaps the most elaborate forgery in connection with this episode was the forgery 
of the log book of the U-30, which was responsible for sinking the Athenia. I now submit 
that original log book to the Tribunal as Document D-662, which will be Exhibit GB 222, 
and an extract from the first and relevant page of it is found at Page 111 of the 
document book. I would like the Tribunal to examine the original, if you will be good 
enough to do so, because the prosecution's submission is that the first page of that log 
book is a forgery, but a forgery which shows a curiously un-German carelessness about 
detail. The Tribunal will see that the first page of the text is a clear substitute for pages 
that have been removed. The dates in the first column of that page are in Arabic 
numerals. On the second and more authentic looking page, and throughout the other 
pages of the log book, they are in Roman numerals.  
 
The Tribunal will also see that all reference to the action of the sinking of the Athenia on 
3rd September is omitted. The entries are translated in Page 111 of the document book 
for the Court's assistance.  
 
The log book shows that the position at 14.00 hours, of the U-30 on 3rd September, is 
given as A.L. 0278, which the Tribunal will notice is one of the very few positions quoted 
at all upon that page, and which was, in fact, some 200 miles west of the position where 
the Athenia was sunk. The course due  
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South, which is recorded in the log book, and the speed of 10 knots -those entries are 
obviously designed to suggest that the U-30 was well clear of the Athenia's position on 
the 3rd September.  
 



Finally, and most curiously, the Tribunal will observe that Lemp's own signature upon 
the page dealing with the 3rd September differs from the other signatures in the text. 
Page 1 shows Lemp's signature with a Roman "p" as the final letter of his name. On the 
other signatures, there is a script "p", and the inference I submit is that either the 
signature is a forgery or it was made up by Lemp at some other, and probably 
considerably later date.  
 
Now, in my submission, the whole of this Athenia story establishes that the German 
Navy under Raeder embarked upon deliberate fraud. Even before receiving Lemp's 
reports, the German Admiralty had repeatedly denied the possibility that a German U-
boat could be in the area concerned. The charts which showed the disposition of U-
boats and the position of sinking of the Athenia, which Colonel Phillimore introduced, 
have shown the utter dishonesty of these announcements, and my submission upon 
this matter is this: Raeder, as head of the German Navy, knew all the facts. Censorship 
and information control in Nazi Germany were so complete that Raeder, as head of the 
Navy, must have been party to the falsification published in the "Volkischer 
Beobachter," which was a wholly dishonourable attempt by the Nazi conspirators to 
save their faces with their own people, and to uphold the myth of an infallible Fuehrer 
backed by an impeccable war machine.  
 
The Tribunal has seen that truth mattered little in Nazi propaganda, and it would appear 
that Raeder's camouflage was not confined to painting his ships or sailing them under 
the British flag, as he did in attacking Norway and Denmark. With regard to that last 
matter, the invasion of Norway and Denmark, I think it is hardly necessary that I should 
remind the Tribunal of Raeder's leading part in that perfidious Nazi assault, the 
evidence as to which has already been presented. I think I need only add Raeder's 
proud comment upon those brutal invasions, which is contained in his letter in 
Document C-155 at Page 25 of the document book, which is already before the Tribunal 
as Exhibit GB 214. That document, which is a letter of Raeder's to the Navy, part of 
which I have already read, states:  
 
"The operations of the Navy in the occupation of Norway will for all time remain the 
great contribution of the Navy to this war." 
 
Now, with the occupation of Norway and much of Western Europe safely completed, the 
Tribunal has seen that Hitler turned his eyes towards Russia. Now, in fairness to 
Raeder, it is right that I should say that Raeder himself was against the attack on Russia 
and tried his best to dissuade Hitler from embarking upon it. The documents show, 
however, that Raeder approached the problem with complete cynicism. He did not 
object to the aggressive war on Russia because of its illegality, its immorality, its 
inhumanity. His only objection to it was its untimeliness. He wanted to finish England 
first before going further afield.  
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War Crimes 

Raeder is charged with war crimes on the high seas. The " Athenia," an unarmed 
British passenger liner, was sunk on 3rd September, 1939, while outward bound to 
America. The Germans two months later charged that Mr. Churchill deliberately sank 
the " Athenia" to encourage American hostility to Germany. In fact, it was sunk by the 
German U-boat 30. Raeder claims that an inexperienced U-boat commander sank it in 
mistake for an armed merchant cruiser, that this was not known until the U-30 returned 
several weeks after the German denial and that Hitler then directed the Navy and 
Foreign Office to continue denying it. Raeder denied knowledge of the propaganda 
campaign attacking Mr. Churchill.  

The most serious charge against Raeder is that he carried out unrestricted 
submarine warfare, including sinking of unarmed merchant ships, of neutrals, non-
rescue and machine-gunning of survivors, contrary to the London Protocol of 1936. The 
Tribunal makes the same finding on Raeder on this charge as it did as to Doenitz, which 
has already been announced, up until 30th January, 1943, when Raeder retired.  

The Commando Order of the 18th October, 1942, which expressly did not apply to 
naval warfare, was transmitted by the Naval War Staff to the lower naval commanders 
with the direction it should be distributed orally by flotilla leaders and section 
commanders to their subordinates. Two commandos were put to death by the Navy, 
and not by the SD, at Bordeaux on the 10th December, 1942, the comment of the Naval 
War Staff was that this was " in accordance with the Fuehrer's special order, but is 
nevertheless something new in international law, since the soldiers were in uniform." 
Raeder admits he passed the order down through the chain of command, and he did 
not object to Hitler.  

Conclusion 

The Tribunal finds that Raeder is guilty on Counts One, Two, and Three.  
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319. Telegram From the Director of the National Security Agency (Carter) to the White House1 

Washington, June 22, 1967, 1454Z. 

SIGINT Readiness Bravo "Crayon" Report Nr. 2149. 

Aftermath of Israeli Attack on USS Liberty, 8 June 1967. 

1. General 

The following activity is based on Israeli plain language VHF/UHF voice communications intercepted on 8 June 1967 
between 1229Z and 1328Z. This activity deals solely with the aftermath of the attack by Israeli jet aircraft and torpedo 
boats on the USS Liberty (GTR5). There are no COMINT reflections of the actual attack itself. 

2. Summary 

At 1230Z, two Israeli helicopters 810 and 815, were dispatched by Hatsor to the area of the incident to check for 
survivors of an unidentified "warship." Approximately at 1234Z, the air controller at Hatsor clarified the identity of the 
ship to the two Israeli helicopters by informing them that it had been identified as Egyptian. At 1239Z, Hatsor told the 
helicopters that it was an Egyptian cargo ship. 

At 1307Z, Hatsor told helicopter 815 to take any survivors that spoke Egyptian to El Arish ((31-08N 34-54E)), but if 
they spoke English to take them to Lod ((31-58N 34-54E)). 

At 1312Z, the Israeli helicopter 815 apparently informed Hatsor on a different frequency that it had sighted an 
American flag on the ship. Hatsor then asked the helicopter to make another pass to check "if this is really an 
American flag." 

The helicopters and the MTBs were communicating on a UHF frequency whereas the helicopters and the air 
controller at Hatsor were using VHF throughout. At 1310Z, helicopter 815 informed the MTB using callword "Pagoda" 
that the ship was not in danger. The same helicopter then reported that G.T.R.-5 was written on the ship and inquired 
if this meant anything. The MTB replied in the negative. 

Throughout this intercept, the USS Liberty is referred to as the "big one" while the three Israeli motor torpedo boats 
are referred to as the "small ones." The helicopters used call signs 810 and 815. The air controller at Hatsor Air Base 
used call word "Tribune." The MTBs used callwords "Thorn," "Pagoda," and "Crisis." The callword "Jewel" is not 
identified, but may be Haifa. 

3. Details  

Time To From  Text 

  -- -- I understand the course from Ashdod ((31-55N 34-39E)) is 
215. 

  -- -- Negative ((the course is)) 250. 

  -- -- Roger 

  815 (Tribune) To what altitude are you climbing? 

  (Tribune) (815) I'm now at 500 feet. 

                                                 
1 Source: National Security Agency, NSA Archives, Accession No. 45981, U.S.S. Liberty Correspondence 
and Messages, 1965-1968. Secret; Savin. 
 



  (815) (Tribune)   

1230Z -- -- Five by.  

  (815) (Tribune) 
Pay attention: there was a warship there which we attacked 
((1 WD G)), the men jumped from it ((the ship)) into the 
water, you will try to rescue them. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger, I understand it was hit and unable to fire. 

  (815) (Tribune) 
No fire was seen from her and those ([less than 1 line of 
source text not declassified] onboard) did not fire; heavy 
smoke is rising from her. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger. 

  (Tribune) (815) ([less than 1 line of source text not declassified] crossing 
the) coast now at a course of 250. 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger, over. What location ((are you))? 

  (Tribune) (815) Over Ashdod. 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger, what's your altitude? 

  (Tribune) (815) 500 feet. 

  (815) (Tribune) Are you able to climb to an altitude of ((1,000 feet))? 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger, I'm climbing. 

1232Z       

  (Tribune) (815) Altitude 1 ((1,000)), course 250. 

  815 (Tribune) Roger. 

  (815) (Tribune) Are you at sea now? 

  (Tribune) (815) About 3 or 4 miles. 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger. 

  (815) (Tribune) Visual ((radar)) contact with you. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger. 

  (Tribune) (815) ((Calling)) ((repeats)). 

  (815) (Tribune) At the moment she ((Liberty)) is straight ahead at a distance 
of about 50 miles. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger. 

  Tribune 810 ((Calling)). 

  815 (815) Five by, 810 is calling you. 

  815 Tribune ((Calling)). 

  (Tribune) (815) Five by. 



  (815) (Tribune) Pay attention: the ship is now identified as Egyptian, you 
can return home now. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger. 

1235Z       

  810 (815) Establish communications with you also. 

  815 (Tribune) Did you receive? 

  (Tribune) (815) Affirmative, receive, I'm returning. 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger. 

  (Tribune) (810) ((Calling)). 

  (Tribune) 815 ((Calling)). 

  (Tribune) 810 Am I to return also? 

  (810) (Tribune) I'll let you know shortly. 

  (Tribune) (810) Roger. 

1236Z       

  Tribune 810 ((Calling)). 

  (810) (Tribune) Roger, I'll let you know shortly. 

  (Tribune) (810) OK. 

  (Tribune) (8)10 ((Calling)) ((rpts)). 

  810 (Tribune) You remain meanwhile in communications with me. 

  (Tribune) (810) Roger, what am I to look for? 

  (Tribune) 815 ((Calling)). 

  810 (Tribune) Where are you? 

  (Tribune) (810) I'm close to Ashdod. 

  (810) (815) Roger, I'm also close to Ashdod, on the seaward side. 

1238Z       

  Tribune (810) Did you receive? 

  (810) (Tribune) What did 815 request? 

  810 (815) What's your altitude? 

  (815) (810) Altitude 500 feet, near Ashdod. 

  810 (815) Roger, we're at altitude 1200 feet over Ashdod. 

  (815) (810) Roger. 



  810 Tribune ((Calling)). 

  (Tribune) (810) Five by. 

  (810) (Tribune) 
Pay attention: you will continue meanwhile on a course of 
250 from Ashdod. The both of you ((1-2 WD G)) will head 
toward the ship. 

  815 (Tribune) ((Calling)). 

  (Tribune) (815) Five by. 

  (815) (Tribune) 
Roger, you will continue ((at a course)) of 250 from Ashdod. 
The both of you will head for the ship, for the time being the 
both of you will be at altitude 1 ((1000 feet)). 

  810 (Tribune) Do you see us? 

  (Tribune) (810) Affirmative, affirmative. 

  (810) (Tribune) Where are you? 

  (810) (Tribune) Where are you now? 

  (Tribune) (810) Ashdod, altitude 1 ((1000)). 

  (Tribune) (810) Did you receive? 

  810 Tribune ((Calling)). 

  (Tribune) (810) Five by. 

  (Tribune) (810) Altitude is 1 ((1000)), at Ashdod. 

  (810) (Tribune) Roger. 

  (Tribune) (810) Going to course 250 together with 815. 

  (810) (Tribune) Are the two of you together? 

  (Tribune) (810) Affirmative, we're together. 

  (810) (Tribune) Roger. 

  (810) (Tribune) Pay attention: you ([less than 1 line of source text not 
declassified] nonetheless) are heading for the ship. 

  (810) (Tribune) You will try to take the men from the water. 

  (Tribune) (810) Roger, okay. 

  (810) (Tribune) For your information: the ship is apparently ([less than 1 line 
of source text not declassified] burning). 

  (810) (Tribune) ((1 WD G)) it is an Egyptian cargo ship. 

  (Tribune) (810) Roger. 

  (810) (Tribune) Visual ((radar)) contact with both of you. 

  (Tribune) (810) Roger. 



1240Z       

  (810) (Tribune) I understand that you ((1-2 WD G)) both of you? 

  (Tribune) (810) Affirmative. 

  (810) (Tribune) Roger. 

1241Z       

  810 Tribune ((Calling)). 

  (Tribune) (810) Five by. 

  (810) (Tribune) Take the men to El Arish. 

  (Tribune) (810) Roger, okay. 

  (815) (810) Did you receive? 

  (810) (815) I received, affirmative. 

1242Z       

  (810) (815) How much fuel do you have? 

  (815) (810) Two and a half tanks. 

  (810) (815) I have 1,700 ((liters)). 

  (815) (810) This isn't good. 

  (810) (815) ((1 WD G)) to El Arish. 

  (815) (810) Roger. 

  (810) (Tribune) The ship is located now straight ahead at a range of 50 
miles. 

  (Tribune) (810) Roger. 

  -- -- Are you first in line? 

  -- -- Affirmative. 

  -- -- Roger. 

  Tribune 815 ((2 WD G)) from the coast of El Arish. 

1248Z       

  Tribune 810 ((Calling)) ((repeats)). 

1250Z       

  (Tribune) 810 About how many men are there? 

  815 Tribune ((Calling)). 

  Tribune 810 How many men are there? 



  815 Tribune Turn right to ((course)) 260. 

  (Tribune) (815) Repeat. 

  (815) (Tribune) Turn right to course 260. 

  (Tribune) (815) ((Course)), they want to know how many men are there? 

  (815) (Tribune) At the present time, it still isn't known, the distance to you is 
now 33 miles. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger. 

  (Tribune) (815) What is the distance from it ((the Liberty)) to El Arish? 

  (815) (Tribune) The distance is approximately 30 miles. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger. 

  Tribune 810 ((Calling)). 

  (810) (Tribune) Five by. 

  (Tribune) (810) It's noteworthy that it ((1 WD G)). 

  (810) (Tribune) Roger. 

  Tribune 815 ((Calling)). 

  (815) (Tribune) Five by. 

  (Tribune) (815) What is the distance? 

  (815) (Tribune) The distance is now 23 miles. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger. 

  815 (Tribune) Pay attention: call on 86 or on 186 Pagoda. 

  ((Tr Note: 186 and 86 refer to a UHF frequency.)) 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger. 

  (Tribune) (815) I'm going over to 186. 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger. 

  (Tribune) 810 I'm also ((going over to 186)). 

  (815) Tribune Is someone calling ((me)) Tribune? 

  (Tribune) (815) Affirmative, I don't have contact with Pagoda. 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger, clear, the ship is now at a distance of 19 miles. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger, is Pagoda located near ((the Liberty))? 

  (815) (Tribune) Apparently it's located near it ((the ship)). 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger. 



1257Z       

  815 (Tribune) If you are able, try to call her ((Pagoda)) on 86. 

  (Tribune) (815) I tried. 

  (Tribune) (815) I didn't (C val get anything) ((make contact)). 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger. 

  Tribune 815 ((Calling)). 

  815 Tribune Do you have visual contact? Straight ahead, a distance of 
18 miles.  

  Tribune 815 I have visual contact with ((1 WD G)) smoke or it could be 
((1-2 WD G)). 

  815 Tribune Roger, is there much smoke rising from it? 

  Tribune 815 Roger. 

  Tribune 815 I don't have contact with Pagoda. 

  815 Tribune Roger. 

  810 815 ((Calling)). 

  815 810 Five by. 

  810 815 Do you have contact with Pagoda? 

  815 810 Negative. 

  810 815 Roger, I don't either. 

  815 Tribune ((Calling)). 

  Tribune 815 Five by. 

  815 Tribune When you begin bringing up the men, clarify by the first man 
that you bring up, what nationality he is. 

1259Z       

  815 Tribune And report to me immediately, it's important to know. 

  Tribune 815 Roger. 

  815 Tribune What is your altitude now? 

  Tribune 815 Altitude is 1 ((1000 feet)). 

  815 Tribune Roger. 

  Tribune 815 
I have ((visual)) contact with a vessel straight ahead ((at a 
distance of)) 12 ((miles)) a little from the right, smoke isn't 
rising; QT the north it isn't smoking. 

  815 Tribune The distance is now 13 miles. 



  Tribune 815 Roger. 

  815 Tribune Do you see the ship? 

  Tribune 815 I see the ship, a little to the right of the smoke. The smoke 
the smoke isn't rising. 

  815 Tribune Roger, it's possible that ((the smoke)) is from one of ours. 

  Tribune 815 Roger. 

  Tribune 815 It's worth clarifying. 

  815 Tribune Roger. 

  Tribune 815 Roger, what I see ([less than 1 line of source text not 
declassified] now) is ours, this is clear. 

  815 Tribune Roger. 

  815 Tribune 10 miles is the distance now.  

  Tribune 815 Roger, I understand at 12 o'clock ((1 WD G)). 

  815 Tribune Affirmative, a little on the right side. 

  Tribune 815 Roger. 

1301Z       

  815 Tribune The distance is now 9 miles. 

1302Z       

  Tribune 815 I'm going over to 86. 

  815 Tribune Roger, I request to receive a report, tell me the nationality. 

  Tribune 815 ((Calling)). 

  815 Tribune Go ahead. 

  Tribune 815 
Roger, there is a large ship, smoke isn't rising. At the 
present time smoke is a little to the right on its left side 
((XG)) I see a small vessel. 

  Tribune 815 Three small vessels. 

1303Z       

  815 (Tribune) Are you calling me? 

  Tribune 815 Five by. 

  815 Tribune Did you call me? 

  Tribune 815 Affirmative. 

  815 Tribune Roger, what's the matter? 

  Tribune 815 There is a large vessel, near it are 3 small vessels, could 



this be it, at a distance of a mile from me? 

  815 Tribune Roger, clear. 

  815 Tribune Roger, apparently the small vessels are ours. 

  Tribune 815 Roger. 

  815 810 ((Calling)). 

  810 815 Five by. 

  815 810 What's the matter? 

  810 815 Don't you see it yet? 

  815 810 I'm behind you, I still don't see the ship ((1 WD G)) on the 
right side of us. 

  810 815 Roger, exactly in front of me, there are the small vessels. 

  815 810 What's with them, what's going on? 

  810 815 It appears that they are ours. 

  815 810 On our right side? 

  810 815 Yes. 

  815 Tribune All 3 of them are ours. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger, the small ones, right? 

  815 Tribune Affirmative. 

  Tribune 815 Roger. I'm heading for the big one ((Liberty)). 

  815 Tribune Are you going for the big one? 

  (Tribune) (815) Affirmative. 

1304Z       

  815 Thorn Roger, wait. 

  -- -- Five by. 

  -- -- Roger, transmit. 

  -- -- Yes. 

  -- -- With you. 

  ((Tr Note: Last 4 transmissions are one way communication--all 4 are from same source--
other terminal is on different frequency.)) 

  185 (sic) Thorn We search around and didn't find anyone. 

  
((Tr Note: It is believed that Thorn made an error and wanted to call 815. The call sign 
185 however has been used by an Israeli jet aircraft (either a Mirage or a Mystere). It is of 
course possible that Thorn had previously been in contact with 185, but if this was the 



case there are no COMINT reflections of this activity.)) 

  (Thorn) (815) Roger. 

  (815) (Thorn) The big one ((Liberty)) is not ours. 

  185 (sic) Thorn How do you read me? 

  ((Tr Note: Again Thorn says 185 vice 815.)) 

  (Thorn) 815 ((Calls)). 

  815 Thorn We searched around and didn't find anyone. 

  Thorn (815) Roger. 

  -- Tribune We hear you excellently. 

  Pagoda 810 ((Calls)). 

  810 Pagoda Transmit. 

  (Pagoda) (810) What are you saying? 

  (810) (Pagoda) Send your report. 

  (Pagoda) 810 What has to be done here? 

  Pagoda 810 ((Calls)). 

  (810) (Pagoda) Search to see if there are men in the water. 

1306Z       

  (Pagoda) (810) Roger. 

  -- (Tribune) I understand and for the big one ((Liberty)). 

  (Tribune) (Pagoda) Don't speak on the channel now ((rpts)). 

  -- (Pagoda) Five by, it appears to me that I found the men. 

  -- Pagoda Affirmative? 

  -- (Pagoda) Roger, that's clear. 

  -- (Pagoda) Roger. 

  -- (Pagoda) Negative, it's not men, it's boats, it's not men. 

  Tribune 810 ((Calling)). 

  810 Tribune Go ahead. 

  815 810 ((Calling)). 

  810 815 Five by. 

  815 810 What's going on? 

  810 815 I don't know anything ((1 WD G)) ((about them)) I'll try to 



contact them on 186. 

  ((Tr Note: 815 is trying to get in touch with the 3 small ships on 186 frequency.)) 

  815 810 Are the small ones ours? 

  815 Tribune ((Calling)). 

  Tribune 815 Five by. 

  815 Tribune 

Pay attention: if any of them are speaking, and if they are 
speaking Arabic ((Egyptian)), you take them to el Arish ((31-
08N 33-45E)). If they are speaking English, not Egyptian, 
you take them to Lod (31-58N 34-54E). Is this clear? 

Tribune 815 Roger.   

  815 Tribune Do you see the men? 

  815 Tribune To whom does the big one ((ship)) belong? 

1307Z       

  815 810 ((Calling)) ((repeats)). 

  810 815 Five by. 

  815 810 Don't leave the vicinity. If you do leave, report ((to me)). 

  810 815 I'm not monitoring this channel. I'm speaking on 186 with 
Thorn. This is the small ones ((sic)). 

  815 810 Roger, what should be done? 

  810 815 Search for survivors ([less than 1 line of source text not 
declassified] whether you find them or not). 

  Pagoda 815 ((Calls)). 

  815 Pagoda Transmit. 

1308Z       

  (815) (810) Roger. 

  810 Tribune Are you able to go up a little higher in order to see the 
situation better? 

  (Tribune) (810) Roger. 

  810 Tribune ((Calling)). ((Repeats)). 

  815 Tribune ((Calling)). 

  815 Tribune Are you over whatever you located? 

  ((Tr Note: It should be noted here that helicopters 810 and 815 are now answering control 
on another frequency.)) 

  815 Tribune Roger, the first matter to clarify is to find out what their 
nationality is. 



  (815) (Tribune) Report to me immediately. 

1310Z       

  (815) (Tribune) Roger this is clear. 

  815 Tribune Roger, you watch out for the masts there. 

  815 Tribune ((Calling)). 

  (Pagoda) (815) I understand that the ship is not in danger. 

  (815) Pagoda 
I am not sure that it ((the Liberty)) is not in danger. Are you 
suggesting the seriousness of it ((the situation)), by 
((saying)) this? ((Tr Note: As heard.)) 

  (Pagoda) (815) Negative, G.T.R.-5 is written (on it). 

  ((Tr Note: Letters G.T.R. sent in English.)) 

  (815) (Pagoda) Roger ((stops)). 

  (Pagoda) (815) Does this mean something? 

  (815) (Pagoda) Negative, it doesn't mean anything.  

  (Pagoda) (815) From behind it ((Liberty)) several uninflated boats were 
seen. 

  (815) (Pagoda) Roger. 

  815 Tribune 
You take 810 with you and return home, ([less than 1 line of 
source text not declassified] bearing) 070, distance of 6 
miles. 

  (815) (Tribune) Five by. 

1312Z       

  815 Tribune Roger, this is clear, did you clearly identify an American 
flag? 

  815 Tribune Thanks, remain meanwhile over the area. 

  810 815 ((Calling)). 

  815 Tribune We request that you make another pass and check once 
more if this is really an American flag. 

  (Tribune) (815) Roger. 

  ((Tr Note: Do not hear from 815 until 1327Z.)) 

  -- (Tribune) Five by. 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger, this is clear, what kind of flag is it? 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger, this is clear. 

  (815) (Tribune) Five by, remain meanwhile in waiting, and we'll report to you 
immediately. 



  (815) (Tribune) Is this clear? 

  (815) (Tribune) Take 810, and return home. 

  (815) (Tribune) ((Course)) 065, distance of 65 miles. 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger, this is clear. 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger, I received, I will notify you immediately as to what to 
do. 

  (815) (Tribune) Roger. 

1316Z       

  -- (Tribune) Pay attention. 

  815 Tribune Roger, this is clear. According to the instruction, whoever 
has the most fuel. 

1317Z       

  (815) (Tribune) Roger, I'm checking on it. 

  815 Tribune Pay attention: whoever has the most fuel between you will 
return home, the one with the leas t will go to El Arish. 

  815 Tribune Not at the present time. Apparently the one who is going to 
El Arish will return later. 

  (815) (Tribune) Which one of you is going home? 

  (815) (Tribune) Who is going home? 

  (815) (Tribune) OK. 

[time illegible]     

  815 Tribune Roger, this is known. I received the notice and it's known 
that these orders came from above. 

1321Z       

  -- -- Go over to 170 on the way home. 

  810 Tribune He says over to 170 on the way home.  

  (Tribune) (810) Roger. 

1327Z       

  Jewel 815 ((Calls)) ((Rpts)). 

  ((Tr Note: 815 calls Jewel until 1328Z.)) 

  ((End of radio telephone conversation.)) 

Comment: This activity had been reported in a condensed version by USA-556 in its 2/J15.[less than 1 line of source 
text not declassified]/R23-67, 082015Z, and follow-ups. 
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424. Draft Memorandum From the Assistant Secretary of State for Near Eastern 
and South Asian Affairs (Battle) to the Under Secretary of State (Katzenbach)1 

Washington, August 18, 1967. 

SUBJECT  
The "Liberty"--Handling of Israeli Inquiry 
Report and Release of Diplomatic Correspondence 

On August 15, 1967, Israeli Minister Evron handed Under Secretary Rostow a copy of 
the report of the Judge who presided over the Israeli military inquiry into the attack on 
the Liberty. (Tab A.)2 Minster Evron in delivering the report requested that it be treated 
on a restricted and confidential basis. He did indicate that "we could, if we wished, show 
it to interested members of Congress and others". 

We have considered the practical aspects of dealing with the Israeli report. Several 
factors are involved, including the fact that the Israelis made the report available 
through several channels. (DOD received it via the Defense Attaché in Tel Aviv.) It 
seems unrealistic to assume that the report or elements thereof will not begin to leak at 
some stage. 

Further, the deep interest of the families of U.S. personnel killed or injured in the 
incident has been reflected in the keen Congressional questioning we have been 
exposed to on the hill as well as in Congressional letters received requesting 
information. We must anticipate that once there is an intimation that the Israeli report 
had been received in the Executive Branch it will be exceedingly difficult to withhold it 
from members of Congress. 

A related problem has existed with reference to the diplomatic notes exchanged with the 
Government of Israel concerning the Liberty (Tab B). As you know, we have been under 
considerable pressure to make available the text of the U.S. note to confirm our oral 
assurances that the Department was diligent in pursuing the matter with the Israeli 
Government. On July 28, Bill Macomber sent Chairman Fulbright a classified report on 

                                                 
1 Source: Washington National Records Center, OSD Files: FRC 330 72 A 2468, Middle East, 385.3. Confidential. 
Drafted by Wehmeyer; cleared by Macomber, Deputy Legal Adviser Murray J. Belman, Assistant Secretary for Public 
Affairs Dixon Donnelley, and Eugene Rostow. The draft, which is a copy sent to the Department of Defense for 
clearance, is filed with an August 22 letter from Nitze to Representative George H. Mahon of Texas, sending him on a 
confidential basis a copy of the report of the judge who presided over the preliminary Israeli inquiry into the attack on 
the Liberty. Also attached are a note to Nitze stating that Defense clearance on Battle's memorandum was requested, 
an August 21 memorandum from Nitze's military assistant, Commander C.A.H. Trost, USN, to Warnke saying that 
Nitze had no objection to the proposal but wanted Warnke to look at it, and an August 21 memorandum from Warnke 
to Nitze questioning recommendation (6) but otherwise approving the proposal. A handwritten comment by Hoopes 
on Warnke's memorandum suggested deleting recommendation (7) but otherwise concurred. 

2 The tabs are ibid. A copy of the decision of the examining judge in the Israeli Defense Forces preliminary inquiry, 
issued July 21, is attached to an August 15 memorandum from Rostow to Walsh that states Evon had given it to him 
the previous day. 



the incident (Tab C), which included a brief narrative description of the notes exchanged 
between the two Governments. 

It seems likely that the decision will be considered a "whitewash" by the press, public, 
and Congressional officials.3 

While there are numerous details which invite comment, the following appear to be 
those most likely to receive critical attention: 

(1) The Liberty was seen and reported at approximately 0600 hours by an Israeli patrol 
aircraft with a naval observer abroad, reportedly 70 miles westward of Tel Aviv. At 10:55 
"the Naval Liaison Officer at Air Force HQ reported to Navy HQ that the ship about 
which he had reported earlier in the morning was an electromagnetic audio-surveillance 
ship of the U.S. Navy, named Liberty, whose marking was GTR-5." (Report, para. 11.) 

(2) The Liberty was displayed on the "Combat Information Centre Table" at Navy HQ for 
a time, first as an unidentified target (red), later as "a neutral ship" (green). At about 
1100 hours (i.e. shortly a fter it had been identified and presumably marked in green), 
the Acting Chief of Naval Operations "ordered its erasure from the table, since he had 
no information as to its location at the time of the report." (Report, para. 12.) 

(3) The report emphasizes that the attack on the Liberty was pressed in response to 
reports from the Southern Command in the Sinai that between 1100 and 1200 hours El-
Arish "was being shelled from the sea." "Reports about the shelling continued to reach 
G.H.Q./ 

Operations, and pressure was exerted on the Naval representative, on the lines that 'the 
coast has been shelled for hours, and you--the Navy--are not reacting.'" (Report, para. 
5.) 

No explanation is offered as to why neither the Navy nor the Air Force were able to 
assure the Southern Command on the basis of the air reconnaissance which had been 
going on in the area since 0410 hours, that no military vessels capable of carrying out a 
significant "shelling from the sea" had entered the area. In short, both the Air Force and 
Navy reacted to the reports of shelling as if they had no information regarding potential 
enemy targets just off the coast in the El Arish area. 

(4) Efforts to "identify" the Liberty immediately prior to attack by Israeli aircraft and 
torpedo boats were apparently cursory at best. 

                                                 
3 Assistant Secretary Hughes sent a copy of the decision to NSA Director Carter on August 22. In a handwritten note 
of August 26, NSA Deputy Director Louis W. Tordella commented, "A nice whitewash for a group of ignorant, stupid 
and inept xxx." (National Security Agency, Center for Cryptologic History Historical Collection, Series VII, Crisis Files, 
Box 16) 



(a) Aircraft. "According to their statements [the crew's],4 they were looking for a flag, but 
found none; likewise no other identification mark was observed." "On the assumption 
that they were facing an enemy target, an order was given to the aircraft to attack." 
(Report, para. 7.) 

The report elsewhere indicates that the torpedo boat commander apparently reported 
that "the target . . . was moving at a speed of 28 knots" (Report, para. 6), "towards Port 
Said" (Report, para. 23). 

(b) It is clear therefore that even in the eyes of the Israeli military forces the vessel was 
not considered in a menacing posture immediately prior to the attack. "During the last 
run, a low-flying aircraft observed the marking 'GTR-5' on the hull of the ship." This was 
apparently about 1400 hours. No explanation is offered as to why this observation was 
possible after the attack when the Liberty was afire and smoking but not visible at the 
time of the pre-attack identification runs over the ship. 

(c) Torpedo boats. Upon receipt of the information about the markings, so observed by 
the pilot, an order was transmitted to the torpedo boat division not to attack the ship, 
"since its identification might not be correct." (Report, para. 8) The Division Commander 
was ordered to approach the ship in order to establish visual contact and to identify it 
but the effort was apparently confined to exchanges of signals which the Israeli 
commander considered unsatisfactory. "Meanwhile the Division Commander . . . came 
to the conclusion that he was confronting an Egyptian supply ship by the name of El-
Kasir." At 1436, the Division Commander authorized the Division to attack with 
torpedoes "only at a later stage, when one of the torpedo boats approached the ship 
from the other side were the markings GTR-5 noticed on the hull . . . ." (Report, para. 8.) 

The Israeli Judge construed his task as a narrow, technical function, specifically "to 
decide whether any offense has been committed by any military personnel involved in 
this incident." (Report, para. 16.) He concluded that "there is no sufficient amount of 
prima facie evidence, justifying committing anyone for trial." (Report, para. 26.) 

At such time as the report becomes public, Congress, the press and the public will want 
to know what we have said to the Israeli Government after receiving the report. We 
believe that the report warrants a strong reiteration of the position originally set forth in 
our note of June 10 and an indication that whatever limitations the Judge may have 
considered he was under from the standpoint of Israeli military regulations, the report 
clearly reflects a failure on the part of the Israeli military establishment to exercise 
normal precautions before launching an attack. We cannot, therefore, accept the report 
as exonerating the Israeli Government from our expectation that Israel will take the 
disciplinary measures which international law requires in the event of wrongful conduct 
by the military personnel of a state. Neither had the U.S. received any assurance that 
Israel has issued instructions to ensure that U.S. personnel will not again be 
endangered by the wrongful actions of Israeli military personnel. 

                                                 
4 Brackets in the source text  



Recommendation: 

That you call in Minister Evron and inform him 

1) We have reviewed the report and consider that it confirms that the negligence on the 
part of the Israeli military establishment was even greater than we were aware at the 
time of our June 10 note; 

2) The United States accordingly reiterates the position expressed in the June 10 note 
that the attack must be condemned as an act of military irresponsibility reflecting 
reckless disregard for human life; 

3) The United States cannot accept the report as exonerating the Israeli Government 
from taking the disciplinary measures which international law requires in the event of 
wrongful conduct by the military personnel of a state. The entire incident cannot be 
construed in any light other than as one involving such wrongful conduct; 

4) The United States further expects to receive some specific assurance that the 
Government of Israel has issued instructions necessary to ensure that United States 
personnel will not again be endangered by the wrongful actions of Israeli military 
personnel; 

5) The USG is now actively engaged in the process of obtaining information necessary 
to determine the amount of compensation which it will claim for the personal injury and 
death [and] damage to property suffered in this regrettable incident, and it intends to 
inform the GOI of the amount of compensation claimed as soon as the amount has 
been determined;5  

6) We believe there is a real possibility that the report or portions thereof will leak out 
either here or in Israel and that in any event it will be exceedingly difficult to withhold the 
report in the event of Congressional requests which are likely; 

7) We believe the Government of Israel should give urgent consideration to whether it 
would not be beneficial from its standpoint to take the initiative in releasing the 
document at an early date; 

                                                 
5 On May 27, 1968, the Israeli Government paid $3,323,500, the amount of compensation claimed by the 
U.S. Government on behalf of the families of the 34 men killed in the attack on the Liberty. (Department of 
State Bulletin, June 17, 1968, p. 799) On April 28, 1969, the Israeli Government paid $3,566,457, 
representing payment in full of 164 claims totaling $3,452,275 on behalf of members of the crew of the 
Liberty who were injured in the attack, and claims for expenses incurred by the U.S. Government in 
providing medical treatment for the injured and in reimbursing crew members for personal property lost or 
damaged in the attack. (Ibid., June 2, 1969, p. 473) Documentation on the negotiations concerning these 
claims is in the National Archives and Records Administration, RG 59, Central Files 1967-69, PS 8-4 US-
ISR. On December 17, 1980, the Department of State announced that the U.S. Government had 
accepted an Israeli proposal to pay $6 million as final settlement of the U.S. claim for compensation for 
damage to the Liberty. (Department of State Bulletin, February 1981, p. 55) 



8) We feel obliged to release the exchange of correspondence between the two 
Governments concerning the incident, which we plan to accomplish in a routine, low-key 
manner.6  

                                                 

6 The draft memorandum does not indicate whether the document was approved or disapproved, but see Document 
433. 
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Letter to editor by survivor Harold "Gene" Six 
 
Riverside, California, Press-Enterprise 
March 1, 1996  
 

AN EARLIER ATTACK 
 
President Clifton and other elected officials have come out and condemned Castro and 
Cuba for shooting down two aircraft flown by Cuban revolutionaries that may or may not 
have violated Cuban airspace. Yet on June 8, 1967, When the Israeli defense forces 
attacked an American naval vessel --USS Liberty AGTR-5 --that was and always had 
been in international waters, nothing was said or don by the US government.  
 
This attack resulted in the deaths of 34 American sailors and the wounding of 171 
others. Yet even today the survivors of the attack cannot get their elected officials to 
investigate the attack. An attack that was deliberate. An attack that violated international 
law. An attack that violated provisions of the Geneva Convention, in other words war 
crimes. An attack where provisions of the Uniform Code of Military Justice were violated 
when American naval aircraft sent to the aid of the USS Liberty were called back not 
once but twice by someone at the White House.  
 
Do American lives mean so little to our elected officials that they will use the dead 
bodies of 18-year old American sailors as stepping stones on their way to office?  
 
         Harold "Gene" Six, USS LIberty Survivor 
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Survivor Ken Ecker Speaks Out 
 
Immediately following the attack I was threatened with court-martial if I discussed the 
incident with the press or anyone else. One of the warnings was also not to discuss the 
attack even with my immediate family or friends. In my case these warnings were 
repeated upon my transfer from each duty station I left along with the standard security 
clearance de-briefing. I was also periodically taken aside and reminded of the original 
threat even when not being transferred. Though never told the reason for these one on 
one "advisory" sessions, I personally believe they were the result of some action that 
raised the possibility of further publicity that our government wanted to suppress.  
I want no personal recognition, but I will not rest until the 34 brave men that sacrificed 
their lives are finally given the long overdue honor they so justly deserve. Hopefully with 
the help of all concerned this long denied justice will be forthcoming in the not so distant 
future.  
 
Ken Ecker  
USS Liberty 
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----- Original Message ----- 
     *From:* Joe Meadors <mailto:joe@ussliberty.com> 
     *To:* dover@mod.gov.il <mailto:dover@mod.gov.il> 
     *Sent:* Saturday, May 21, 2005 6:29 PM 
     *Subject:* [Fwd: USS Liberty Photos] 
 
     Dear Mrs. Naidek-Ashkenazi: 
     In previous contacts with the IDF I was kept somewhat in limbo 
     regarding a request for information until the information I 
     requested arrived in the mail. 
     I would deeply appreciate knowing if my request is being actedupon 
     and if I can expect to receive copies of the photographs I have 
     requested. 
     Warmest regards, 
     Joe Meadors 
     USS Liberty Survivor 
     -------- Original Message -------- 
     Subject: USS Liberty Photos 
     Date: Mon, 09 May 2005 19:12:22 -0500 
     From: Joe Meadors <joe@ussliberty.com <mailto:joe@ussliberty.com>> 
     To: dover@mod.gov.il <mailto:dover@mod.gov.il> 
     Dear Mrs. Naidek-Ashkenazi: 
     By way of brief introduction I was aboard the USS Liberty when the ship 
     was attacked on June 8, 1967. I am also the co-web master of the USS 
     Liberty Memorial Web Site at http://www.ussliberty.com 
  
<http://www.ja5gyrufkshfik.ReadNotify.com/tg/ja5gyrufkshfilhttp/www.usslibert
y.com> 
 
     I am contacting you in hopes that you will be able to assist me in an 
     area of research about the attack. 
     I'll be deliberately brief. 
     Jay Cristol's book, The Liberty Incident, contains a number of 
     photographs that have been altered. 
     Judge Cristol claims that those photographs are published as they have 
     been received from the IDF during his many trips to Israel. 
     Given the obvious and amateurish way in which the photographs were 
     altered we find it hard to believe that that is the result of IDF 
     actions. 
     I would appreciate it if you could arrange to have us provided with 
     copies of the original photographs that were given to Judge Cristol. 
     I appreciate any assistance you can be in this regard and look forward 
     to your prompt response. 
     Warmest regards, 
     Joe Meadors 
     joe@ussliberty.com <mailto:joe@ussliberty.com> 
 
 
 



  

STATE OF ISRAEL 

 
SPOKESPERSON OF THE MINISTRY OF DEFENSE 

 

 

May 26
th

, 2005 

929-260505-ט''דובר משהב   

Tel: 972-3-6975546 

Fax: 972-3-6977285 

Email: dover@mod.gov.il 

 

Mr. Joe Meadors 
 

Re: Liberty 
 

 

 

 

Dear Mr. Meadors, 

 

Jay Cristol's book was checked by our archive experts and they say that 

apart from one photo, taken by the late David Rabinger ( a photo of 

Moshe Dayan in Gush Etzion), all other photos were taken by a 

photographer of the American Navy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

Rachel Naidek Ashkenazi 

Spokesperson of the Ministry of Defense 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  
----- Original Message -----  

 :Fromcom.aol@Kjhalliwell  
 :Toil.gov.mod@dover  

Sent: Saturday, May 28, 2005 7:55 PM 
Subject: Re: USS Liberty Attack Gun Camera Photographs 

 
Dear Mrs. Naidek-Ashkenazi, 
  
In my original message below, I forgot to state that a reply via electronic correspondence is acceptable.  
But if you prefer to send correspondence via the postal system, that's acceptable too.  You will find my 
mailing address below my name. 
  
Again, thank you for your time and attention to this matter. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Kenneth J. Halliwell 
222 S. Virginialee Road 
Colu mbus, OH 43209 
USA 
  
In a message dated 5/28/05 10:19:43 AM Eastern Daylight Time, Kjhalliwell writes: 
Dear Mrs. Naidek-Ashkenazi, 
  
I am an American citizen involved in research of the technical and historical aspects of the USS Liberty 
incident that occurred on June 8, 1967, during the Six Day War. 
  
During my research, I discovered that another American researcher, A. J. Cristol, published "gun 
camera" photographs supposedly taken during the attack, in a book he authored: "The Liberty Incident 
-- The 1967 Attack on the U.S. Navy Spy Ship." ISBN 157488414X.  There is  strong photographic 
analysis evidence that these "gun camera" photographs were fabricated from a docking photograph 
of the USS Liberty, taken after the attack.  Thus, these "gun camera" photographs do not appear real. 
  
Mr. Cristol claims he obtained the "gun camera" photographs from an Israeli Air Force source, and that 
they are true gun camera photographs. 
  
Perhaps you can help resolve this important matter by either validating or invalidating, in written 
correspondence, on official State of Israel, Ministry of Defense letterhead, Mr. Cristol's claim that the 
"gun camera" photographs, shown in his book, are from an Israeli military or government source. 
  
Thank you for your time and consideration of this matter. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Kenneth J. Halliwell 

 



  
STATE OF ISRAEL 

 
SPOKESPERSON OF THE MINISTRY OF DEFENSE 

 
 

May 29th, 2005 
??' ?�?????--  

Tel: 972-3-6975546 
Fax: 972-3-6977285 
Email: dover@mod.gov.il 
 

Mr. Kenneth J. Halliwell 
 

Re: Liberty 
 

 
 
 
Dear Mr. Halliwell, 
 
Jay Cristol's book was checked by our archive experts and they say that 
apart from one photo, taken by the late David Rabinger ( a photo of 
Moshe Dayan in Gush Etzion), all other photos were taken by a 
photographer of the American Navy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yours Sincerely 
 

Rachel Naidek Ashkenazi 
Spokesperson of the Ministry of Defense 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

??  
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Principles of International Law Recognized in the Charter of the Nürnberg 
Tribunal and in the Judgment of the Tribunal* 

   
Principle I 
Any person who commits an act which constitutes a crime under international law is 
responsible therefor and liable to punishment.  
   
Principle II 
The fact that internal law does not impose a penalty for an act which constitutes a crime 
under international law does not relieve the person who committed the act from 
responsibility under international law.  
   
Principle III 
The fact that a person who committed an act which constitutes a crime under 
international law acted as Head of State or responsible Government official does not 
relieve him from responsibility under international law.  
   
Principle IV 
The fact that a person acted pursuant to order of his Government or of a superior does 
not relieve him from responsibility under international law, provided a moral choice was 
in fact possible to him.  
   
Principle V 
Any person charged with a crime under international law has the right to a fair trial on 
the facts and law.  
   
Principle VI 
The crimes hereinafter set out are punishable as crimes under international law:  
(a) Crimes against peace:  
(i) Planning, preparation, initiation or waging of a war of aggression or a war in violation 
of international treaties, agreements or assurances;  
(ii) Participation in a common plan or conspiracy for the accomplishment of any of the 
acts mentioned under (i). 
(b) War crimes:  
Violations of the laws or customs of war which include, but are not limited to, murder, ill-
treatment or deportation to slave-labour or for any other purpose of civilian population of 
or in occupied territory; murder or ill-treatment of prisoners of war, of persons on the 
Seas, killing of hostages, plunder of public or private property, wanton destruction of 
cities, towns, or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity.  
(c) Crimes against humanity:  
Murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation and other inhuman acts done against 
any civilian population, or persecutions on political, racial or religious grounds, when 
such acts are done or such persecutions are carried on in execution of or in connection 
with any crime against peace or any war crime.  
 



 
   
Principle VII 
Complicity in the commission of a crime against peace, a war crime, or a crime against 
humanity as set forth in Principle VI is a crime under international law.  
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Address by President Roosevelt over the radio concerning the attack upon the de-
stroyer GREER, 

 
 

September 11, 1941 
 
My fellow Americans:  
 
The Navy Department of the United States has reported to me that on the morning of 
September 4 the U. S. Destroyer GREER, proceeding in full daylight toward Iceland, 
had reached a point southeast of Greenland. She was carrying American mail to Ice-
land. She was flying the American flag. Her identity as an American ship was unmistak-
able.  
 
She was then and there attacked by a submarine. Germany admits that it was a Ger-
man submarine. The submarine deliberately fired a torpedo at the GREER, followed 
later by another torpedo attack. In spite of what Hitler's propaganda bureau has in-
vented, and in spite of what any American obstructionist organization may prefer to be-
lieve, I tell you the blunt fact that the German submarine fired first upon this American  
destroyer without warning, and with deliberate design to sink her.  
 
Our destroyer, at the time, was in waters which the Government of the United States 
had declared to be waters of self-defense-surrounding outposts of American protection 
in the Atlantic.  
 
In the north, outposts have been established by us in Iceland, Greenland, Labrador, and 
Newfoundland. Through these waters there pass many ships of many flags. They bear 
food and other supplies to civilians and they bear materiel of war, for which the people 
of the United States are spending billions of dollars, and which, by congressional action,  
they have declared to be essential for the defense of their own land.  
 
The United States destroyer, when attacked, was proceeding on a legitimate mission.  
 
If the destroyer was visible to the submarine when the torpedo was fired, then the attack 
was a deliberate attempt by the Nazis to sink a clearly identified American warship. On 
the other hand, if the submarine was beneath the surface and, with the aid of its listen-
ing devices, fired in the direction of the sound of the American destroyer without  
even taking the trouble to learn its identity-as the official German communiqué would 
indicate-then the attack was even more outrageous. For it indicates a policy of indis-
criminate violence against any vessel sailing the seas, belligerent or non-belligerent.  
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This was piracy-legally and morally. It was not the first nor the last act of piracy which 
the Nazi government has committed against the American flag in this war. Attack has 
followed attack.  



 
A few months ago an American-flag merchant ship, the ROBIN MOOR, was sunk by a 
Nazi submarine in the middle of the South Atlantic under circumstances violating long-
established international law and every principle of humanity. The passengers and the 
crew were forced into open boats hundreds of miles from land, in direct violation of i n-
ternational agreements signed by the Government of Germany. No apology, no  
allegation of mistake, no offer of reparations has come from the Nazi government.  
 
In July 1941 an American battleship in North American waters was followed by a sub-
marine, which for a long time sought to maneuver itself into a position of attack. The 
periscope of the submarine was clearly seen. No British or American submarines were 
within hundreds of miles of this spot at the time, so the nationality of the submarine 1S 
clear.  
 
Five days ago a United States Navy ship on patrol picked up three survivors of an 
American-owned ship operating under the flag of our sister Republic of Panama-the 
steamship SESSA. On August 17 she had been first torpedoed without warning, and 
then shelled, near Greenland, while carrying civilian supplies to Iceland. It is feared that 
the other members of her crew have been drowned. In view of the established presence 
of German submarines in this vicinity, there can be no reasonable doubt as to the iden-
tity of the attacker.  
 
Five days ago another United States merchant ship, the STEEL SEAFARER, was sunk 
by a German aircraft in the Red Sea 220 miles south of Suez. She was bound for an 
Egyptian port.  
 
Four of the vessels sunk or attacked flew the American flag and were clearly identifi-
able. Two of these ships were warships of the American Navy. In the fifth case, the ves-
sel sunk clearly carried the flag of Panama.  
 
In the face of all this, we Americans are keeping our feet on the ground. Our type of 
democratic civilization has outgrown the thought of feeling compelled to fight some 
other nation by reason of any single piratical attack on one of our ships. We are not be-
coming hysterical or losing our sense of proportion. Therefore, what I am thinking and 
saying does not relate to any isolated episode.  
 
Instead, we Americans are taking a long-range point of view in regard to certain funda-
mentals and to a series of events on land and on sea which must be considered as a 
whole-as a part of a world pattern.  
 
It would be unworthy of a great nation to exaggerate an isolated incident, or to become 
inflamed by some one act of violence. But it would be inexcusable folly to minimize such 
incidents in the face of evidence which makes it clear that the incident is not isolated, 
but part of a general plan.  
 



The important truth is that these acts of international lawlessness are a manifestation of 
a design which has been made clear to the American people for a long time. It is the 
Nazi design to abolish the freedom of the seas, and to acquire absolute control and 
domination of the seas for themselves.  
 
For with control of the seas in their own hands, the way can become clear for their next 
step-domination of the United States and the Western Hemisphere by force. Under Nazi 
control of the seas, no  
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merchant ship of the United States or of any other American republic would be free to 
carry on any peaceful commerce, except by the condescending grace of this foreign 
and tyrannical power. The Atlantic Ocean which has been, and which should always be, 
a free and friendly highway for us would then become a deadly menace to the com-
merce of the United States, to the coasts of the United States, and to the inland  
cities of the United States.  
 
The Hitler government, in defiance of the laws of the sea and of the recognized rights of 
all other nations, has presumed to declare, on paper, that great areas of the seas-even 
including a vast expanse lying in the Western Hemisphere-are to be closed, and that no 
ships may enter them for any purpose, except at peril of being sunk. Actually they are  
sinking ships at will and without warning in widely separated areas both within and far 
outside of these far-flung pretended zones.  
 
This Nazi attempt to seize control of the oceans is but a counterpart of the Nazi plots 
now being carried on throughout the Western Hemisphere, all designed toward the 
same end. For Hitler's advance guards-not only his avowed agents but also his dupes 
among us-have sought to make ready for him footholds and bridgeheads in the New 
World, to be used as soon as he has gained control of the oceans.  
 
His intrigues, his plots, his machinations, his sabotage in this New World are all known 
to the Government of the United States. Conspiracy has followed conspiracy.  
 
Last year a plot to seize the Government of Uruguay was smashed by the prompt action 
of that country, which was supported in full by her American neighbors. A like plot was 
then hatching in Argentina, and that Government has carefully and wisely blocked it at 
every point. More recently an endeavor was made to subvert the Government of Bolivia.  
Within the past few weeks the discovery was made of secret air landing fields in Colom-
bia within easy range of the Panama Canal. I could multiply instances.  
 
To be ultimately successful in world mastery Hitler knows that he must get control of the 
seas. He must first destroy the bridge of ships which we are building across the Atlantic, 
over which we shall continue to roll the implements of war to help destroy him and all 
his works in the end. He must wipe out our patrol on sea and in the air. He must silence  
the British Navy.  



 
It must be explained again and again to people who like to think of the United States 
Navy as an invincible protection that this can be true only if the British Navy survives. 
That is simple arithmetic.  
 
For if the world outside the Americas falls under Axis domination, the shipbuilding facili-
ties which the Axis Powers would then possess in all of Europe, in the British Isles, and 
in the Far East would be much greater than all the shipbuilding facilities and potentiali-
ties of all the Americas-not only greater but two or three times greater. Even if  
the United States threw all its resources into such a situation, seeking to double and 
even redouble the size of our Navy, the Axis Powers, in control of the rest of the world, 
would have the manpower and the physical resources to out-build us several times 
over.  
 
It is time for all Americans of all the Americas to stop being deluded by the romantic no-
tion that the Americas can go on living happily and peacefully in a Nazi-dominated 
world. 
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Generation after generation America has battled for the general policy of the freedom of 
the seas. That policy is a very simple one, but a basic, fundamental one. It means that 
no nation has the right to make the broad oceans of the world at great distances from 
the actual theater of land war unsafe for the commerce of others.  
 
That has been our policy, proved time and time again, in all our history.  
 
Our policy has applied from time immemorial-and still applies-not merely to the Atlantic 
but to the Pacific and to all other oceans as well.  
 
Unrestricted submarine warfare in 1941 constitutes a defiance-an act of aggression-
against that historic American policy.  
 
It is now clear that Hitler has begun his campaign to control the seas by ruthless force 
and by wiping out every vestige of international law and humanity.  
 
His intention has been made clear. The American people can have no further illusions 
about it.  
 
No tender whisperings of appeasers that Hitler is not interested in the Western Hemi-
sphere, no soporific lullabies that a wide ocean protects us from him can long have any 
effect on the hard-headed, farsighted, and realistic American people.  
 
Because of these episodes, because of the movements and operations of German war-
ships; and because of the clear repeated proof that the present Government of Ger-
many has no respect for treaties or for international law, that it has no decent attitude 



toward neutral nations or human life, we Americans are now face to face, not with ab-
stract theories, but with cruel, relentless facts.  
 
This attack on the GREER was no localized military operation in the North Atlantic. This 
was no mere episode in a struggle between two nations. This was one determined step 
toward creating a permanent world system based on force, terror, and murder.  
 
And I am sure that even now the Nazis are waiting to see whether the United States will 
by silence give them the green light to go ahead on this path of destruction.  
 
The Nazi danger to our western world has long ceased to be a mere possibility. The 
danger is here now-not only from a military enemy but from an enemy of all law, all lib-
erty, all morality, all religion.  
 
There has now come a time when you and I must see the cold, inexorable necessity of 
saving to these inhuman, unrestrained seekers of world conquest and permanent world 
domination by the sword, "You seek to throw our children and our children's children 
into your form of terrorism and slavery. You have now attacked our own safety. You 
shall go no further."  
 
Normal practices of diplomacy-note writing-are of no possible use in dealing with inter-
national outlaws who sink our ships and kill our citizens.  
 
One peaceful nation after another has met disaster because each refused to look the 
Nazi danger squarely in the eye until it actually had them by the throat.  
 
The United States will not make that fatal mistake.  
 
No act of violence or intimidation will keep us from maintaining intact two bulwarks of 
defense-first, our line of supply of materiel to the enemies of Hitler; and, second, the 
freedom of our shipping on the high seas.  
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No matter what it takes, no matter what it costs. We will keep open the line of legitimate 
commerce in these defensive waters.  
 
We have sought no shooting war with Hitler. We do not seek it now. But, neither do we 
want peace so much that we are willing to pay for it by permitting him to attack our naval 
and merchant ships while they are on legitimate business.  
 
I assume that the German leaders are not deeply concerned by what we Americans say 
or publish about them. We cannot bring about the downfall of nazi-ism by the use of 
long-range invectives.  
 



But when you see a rattlesnake poised to strike you do not wait until he has struck be-
fore you crush him.  
 
These Nazi submarines and raiders are the rattlesnakes of the Atlantic. They are a 
menace to the free pathways of the high seas. They are a challenge to our sovereignty. 
They hammer at our most precious rights when they attack ships of the American flag-
symbols of our independence, our freedom, our very life.  
 
It is clear to all Americans that the time has come when the Americas themselves must 
now be defended. A continuation of attacks in our own waters, or in waters which could 
be used for further and greater attacks on us, will inevitably weaken American ability to 
repel Hitlerism.  
 
Do not let us split hairs. Let us not ask ourselves whether the Americas should begin to 
defend themselves after the fifth attack, or the tenth attack, or the twentieth attack.  
 
The time for active defense is now.  
 
Do not let us split hairs. Let us not say, "We will only defend ourselves if the torpedo 
succeeds in getting home, or if the crew and the passengers are drowned."  
 
This is the time for prevention of attack.  
 
If submarines or raiders attack in distant waters. They can attack equally well within 
sight of our own shores. Their very presence in any waters which America deems vital 
to its defense constitutes an attack.  
 
In the waters which we deem necessary for our defense American naval vessels and 
American planes will no longer wait until Axis submarines lurking under the water, or 
Axis raiders on the surface of the sea, strike their deadly blow-first.  
 
Upon our naval and air patrol-now operating in large numbers over a vast expanse of 
the Atlantic Ocean-falls the duty of maintaining the American policy of freedom of the 
seas-now. That means very simply and clearly, that our patrolling vessels and planes 
will protect all merchant ships-not only American ships but ships of any flag-engaged in 
commerce in our defensive waters. They will protect them from submarines; they will  
protect them from surface raiders.  
 
This situation is not new. The second President of the United States, John Adams, o r-
dered the United States Navy to clean out European privateers and European ships of 
war which were infesting the Caribbean and South American waters, destroying Ameri-
can commerce.  
 
The third President of the United States, Thomas Jefferson, ordered the United States 
Navy to end the attacks being made upon American ships by the corsairs of the nations 
of North Africa.  



 
My obligation as President is historic; it is clear. It is inescapable. 
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It is no act of war on our part when we decide to protect the seas which are vital to 
American defense. The aggression is not ours. Ours is solely defense.  
 
But let this warning be clear. From now on, if German or Italian vessels of war enter the 
waters, the protection of which is necessary for American defense, they do so at their 
own peril.  
 
The orders which I have given as Commander in Chief to the United States Army and 
Navy are to carry out that policy-at once.  
 
The sole responsibility rests upon Germany. There will be no shooting unless Germany 
continues to seek it.  
 
That is my obvious duty in this crisis. That is the clear right of this sovereign Nation. 
That is the only step possible, if we would keep tight the wall of defense which we are 
pledged to maintain around this Western Hemisphere.  
 
I have no illusions about the gravity of this step. I have not taken it hurriedly or lightly. It 
is the result of months and months of constant thought and anxiety and prayer. In the 
protection of your Nation and mine it cannot be avoided.  
 
The American people have faced other grave crises in their history- with American 
courage and American resolution. They will do no less today.  
 
They know the actualities of the  attacks upon us. They know the necessities of a bold 
defense against these attacks. They know that the times call for clear heads and fear-
less hearts.  
 
And with that inner strength that comes to a free people conscious of their duty and of 
the righteousness of what they do, they will-with Divine help and guidance-stand their 
ground against this latest assault upon their democracy, their sovereignty, and their 
freedom.  
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provisions and fuel, acquiring the military documen-
tation neceuary for its asaignment to Commander-in-
Chief. U.S. Navy Europe and later to the U.S. Sixth
F1eet, and repairing ita TRSSCOMM which had a
faulty hydraulic system.

-E8e~ -Six Arabiq hinguists
~'Oined USN-855 for the ~pecte<1 work on u.:lR. and

communic~tioD8. Three of the Arab lin-
" guilts, A civilians Allen M. Blue, Donald L. Bla-

t lock, and Robert 1... Wilson, were among the specialists
who came on boa~ I the remaining lingui.ts
being Naval Sec~rity Group specialists. The NSA
linguists hrought;:'with them selected technical mate-
rial~j I Aasignmen t
of ~ivilian lin~ists to work on board a U.S. Navy ship
w~ not unu:aual. On TRS deployments along the
AfricaIj I civilian lin-
,iui.ta~d;wOrked alongside the military lInguists, who

!i at tiil1es;were not available in sufficient number for
the!!mi~ions at hand.
!e.ee8j NSA action officers establiahed a tel-
econ;with USN-8551 I,

~s eeet- The TRS was at Abidjan, Ivory Coast,
at the end of May on its fifth African cruise when, in
response to NSA's message on 23 May, the JCS/JRC,
with approval of the Deputy Secretary of Defense,
directed movement of the ship to the eastern Medi-
terranean via Rota, Spain, and requested the Com-
mander-in-Chief, Atlantic to change operational con-
trol of the ship to the Commander-in-Chief, Europe
upon its arrival at Rota.] At the time, the Liberty /
was under the operational control of the Commander, !
Service Squadron 8, a component of the Commander-!
in-Chief, Atlantic, and on 24 May the Commander;
Service Squadron 8 issued sailing orders to the Libert>"
with information copies to Commander, Sixth FI~t
and others, directing the ship to move at once; to
Rota.. The Liberty departed Abidjan at 003<Yl,! 24
May, with estimated time of arrival in Rota, 31 ¥ay.J

Libert." at Rota, ; ;
31 May to 2 June 1967 (U) / ;i'

~- I I oJunem oraer LO conIlrm Llle arnV81 01 tlle I

personnel, special equipment, and technical materials
: needed in the eastern Mediterranean.9 In order to

...,. aaaiat USN~5'a reporting and transcribin~ functions,

NSA hAn"nrpvinl1Rlv Ar,.RngPN ..nth I

...ESeeej To facilitate the planning for USN-
855's coUectionmission, Sigint managers had desig-
nated five opetational areas numbered west to east in
the eastern Mediterranean near the coastline of the
U.A.R., IaraeJ, Lebanon, and Syria, each measuring
abo~t5O-by-50 miles. In proposing the five operational
8;re"aa to the JCS, the Director, NSA had indicated

...his preference, based on wave propagation analysis of
U.A.R. communications, for operational area three
(32:00-33:00N to 34:00E) if operational and safety
factors did not dictate otherwiae.'o With the territorial
limits established by Middle East countries in mind,
JCS subsequently directed the Commander-in-Chief,
Europe to deploy the Liberty to operational area three
with cl~t point of approach (CPA) to Algeria, Libya,
and the U.A.R. of 13 nautical miles during transit.
On arrival in operational area three, CPA was to be
12.5 nm to the U.A.R. and 6.5 nm to Israel. II Acting

upon the JCS message for Commander-in-Chief, Eu-
rope and after hearing from the Liberty that it had

l
t.

(U) When the Liberty arrived at Rota oft

31 May, it came under the operational control of the f

u.s. Commander-in-Chief, Europe (Gen. L.1... Lem- ,i~
'. i

nitzer) who turned over control to the Command~r-m~:

Chief, U.S. Navy Europe.6 While delegating hiS c@'; if'

~! C
trol, General Lemnitzer still wanted operational in~or-i

mation on the ship's progre88 and ask-lid on1 !ii:~~

that situation reports (Sitreps) and p~nedint~~4~d

movement (Pim) reports from the Liberty arriY.e"' at ,
his headquarters daily and that arty incid,e'ftfs be I

reported as soon as ~ible in accordance ,:With the"

existing reconnaissance reporting ~tructio~,!i III f8 888~ Mter taking control, A9m#'aJ John S,

McCain, Jr., Commander-in-Chief; U.~. J;oj~,.;y Europli,

directed the Liberty to send to hiS h~'8qq~~rte~ d.ily

Sitrepa and pcmition reports and ~: t,~~'e rep9r'ta to

include the Pim for the next 2!4 ,{~r&1 ~d any

comments on status of the ~hip: ,~l:Ie 4iJ.ected the

Liberty to depart for the eas~m:~~it,rr~ean when,'"

ready, provided guidelines fo¥ ita ,~y~gWithin int~r;:

national waters, and asked! Cc;>t ;'Yd~e'~ence to ~tab-

JlBned communications proc~~# ~o~'ihe regi911: NSA

also received the situatio~! I;epo~/being required by

Commander-in-Chief, E~r.o~ ,~Jid CqJrimander-in-

Chief, U.S. Navy Europ~' ,#fi/:~ed t~eSe, along with

ship p~itiOD8 given in !-~ift:r;~y's ~aiiy informal tech-

nical summaries, to plo!t,!~~::a r~utine basis the course
fthL Obt l "n,',','

0 e I er y. j,£,,:~" ",'
(U) At """" "

deployment to the
prepared for its

Mediterranean, taking OD-
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(U) The V.S.S. Lib"rty was eommissioned in ~ay 1945 as a vietory ship and later eonverted into a technieal research ship (December

1964). She had an overall length of 455 feet. a maximum speed of 18 knots with an allowable personnel complement of 9 officers and
151 enlisted men along with an additional 6 officers and 128 enlisted men from the Naval Security Group.

(Photograph courtesy of the Department of the Navy.)

(FifO"" UNCLASSIFIED)
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Ib) 11)

Ib) (3) -50 USC 403

Ib) 13) -18 USC 798

Ib) (3) -P.L. 86-36

(U) The Dassautt Mirage jet bomber of the type which attacked the LIner'T on 8 June.
(Photograph COUrt88Y of Jane', All the World', Aircraft.)

(Fi,urc i, UNCLASSIFIED)

approaching airplanes that had been picked up on
radar by the lookouts. It was 1400 hours, From the
starboard wing of the bridge, Commander McGonagle
observed a single jet aircraft that appeared similar, if
not identical, to those that had been sighted earlier
in the day and about which a sighting report had been
submitted. The relative bearing of this plane was
about 135°, its position angle was about 45°-50°, its
elevation approximately 7,000 feet, and it was approx-
imately five to six miles from the ship. It appeared to
McGonagle that the plane was traveling parallel to,
and in the same direction as the Liberty. With his
binoculars trained on the aircraft, the Commander
was unaware of a second plane swooping in from the
port side to launch a rocket directed toward the
bridge. When the rocket exploded two levels below the
bridge, McGonagle ordered the general alarm to be
sounded.

training program eatabliahed by the Commander, Ser-
Vice Force, Atlantic Fleet, and was not related to her
miaaion in the eaatern Mediterranean. The drill waa
performed aatiafactorily and the ahip returned to her
"modified condition three" at 1345.10
(U) Following the general quarters drill,
the Liberty's Commanding Officer, Commander Wil-
liam L. McGonagle, fixed her position by radar aa
being 25.5 nautical miles from the minaret at AI
'Ariah, which W8a to the aoutheast (bearing 142" true.)

(U) CT3 Paddy E. (Dusty) Rhodes was
headed below decks from his GQ station, damage
control detail. At the end of the GQ drill, the
Commander had ordered the whaleboat engine tested
and, when Dusty heard a muffled explosion, he
thought, "Those damned deck apes blew that boat up
and rve got to go back up and fight the fire."
Simultaneously, Dusty heard the general quarters
alarm. Scampering back up the ladder, he could smell
burning powder and started "dogging down" doors
when a rocket tore through a bulkhead to his right
ripping steel all about.

Air Attack Begins (U)

~8 ~~Qj Amidships below deck, the Liberty's
Research Department (tbe Sigint collection, process-
ing, and reporting area) resumed normal operations.
Robert L. Wilson was in the analysis/reporting area
together with the other civilians, Allen M. Blue and
Donald 1... Blalock, plus the Marine linguists. Things
had been slow and Wilson considered going up on deck
to do some sunbathing but changedbis mind. Com-
munications Technician (CT) TerryL. McFarland,
seated at his manual-morse position, wa~1 I

I trhat far below deck it was diffi-
.cult for anyone to h~ar much of what was happening
topside.
(U) During the general quarters (GQ)
drill, Lieutenant James G. O'Connor (Assistant Tecb-
nical Operations Officer of the Research Department)
had been officer of the deck on the bridge. At the
conclusion of the drill, he went up to the 04 level
(above the bridge) to see if he could locate the
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(U) In the first minutes of the air attack
the Liberty suffered a complete ll»s of external com-
munications because of badly damaged radio trans-
mitting equipmenta and antenna systems. In spite of
this, emergency restoration of hicom voice capability
was completed within minutes. All U.S.S. Liberty
communications immediately thereafter were via the
hicom voice network-I]

(U) The coordinated strafing, rocket, and
incendiary air attacks created three major fires topside
that covered large areas of the Liberty with flames
and heavy smoke. Eight men were killed or died of
injuries received during the air attack: two killed or
mortally wounded on the bridge, two killed at machine
gun 51, one killed at machine gun 52, one died from
wounds received on the main deck starboard side, and
two died of wounds received on the 01 level portside.
Throughout the topside area, 75 men had been
wounded by shrapnel and shock of exploding rockets.

(U) During this period, the Liberty grad-
ually built up speed from five knots; her exact speed
was not known but it is doubtful that she exceeded 11
or 12 knots while under attack.

Torpedo-Boat Attack (U)

both reached the top of the ladder to proceed down,
a bomb hit near the whaleboat on the starboard side,
immediately aft of the bridge. Armstrong and O'Connor
were thrown back onto the bridge and other personnel
in the pilot-house were blown from their feet. Mc-
Gonagle grabbed the engine order annunciator and
rang up all head flank speed -an order for maximum
speed. At the same time, he ordered Lieutenant
Maurice H. Bennett to report to the Chief of Naval
Operations (CNO) via the high-command radio circuit
(hicom) that the Liberty was under attack by uniden-
tified jet aircraft and required immediate assistance.
This Flash message, giving the Liberty's p<»ition as
33-25E, 31-23N, was received by the aircraft carrier
V.S.S. Saratoga (CVA-60) and relayed to Commander,
U.S. Naval Forces Europe; Commander, Sixth Fleet;
and Commander, Task Force 60 (CTF 60).11 Liberty's
transmission was not made without difficulty. During
the attack and intermittently thereafter, the hicom
voice circuit was subjected to loud jamming regardless
of frequency. This electronic interference was de-
scribed as a steady carrier without modulation.12

(V) After being blown back onto the bridge
floor, Lieutentant O'Connor realized he had no feeling
in his body from the waist down. To get out of the
way, he dragged himself into the combat information
center (CIC) behind the bridge, where several others
had also sought safety. Lying face down, O'Connor
soon noticed that there was a lot of blood on the floor
and then realized it was his. About this time, Ensign
O'Malley stepped into the CIC and helped stop
O'Connors bleeding by stuffing a T-shirt into the holes
in his back.

(V) A few moments after the bomb blast
on the starboard side, Commander McGonagle was hit
by flying shrapnel and knocked off his feet, but, though
shaken up, he remained on the bridge, totally in
command.
(V) For the next five or six minutes, air-
craft made criss-cr<»s attacks on the Liberty at about
one-minute intervals, hitting her with rockets and
machine-gun fire. A final count entered into the Court
of Inquirys record, showed 821 separate hits on the
ship's hull and superstructure. The attacking aircraft
were later identified as French-built Dassault Mirage
jet fighters whose armament consisted of two 30mm
cannon, two 1,OOo-pound bombs, and four rocket pods
(18 rockets each).

(U) During the first or second strafing run,
the ship's public-address system, the electrically pow-
ered intercom system, and m<»t sound-powered phone
circuits were severed or destroyed.

28 UNCLASSIFIED

(U) At about 1424 hours, look-outs sighted
three high-speed boats approaching the Liberty from
the northeast on a relative bearing of approximately
135" at a distance of about 15 miles. The boats
appeared to be in a wedge-type formation, spaced
 about 150 to 200 yards apart, and closing in a torpedo-
launch attitude at an estimated speed of Z7 to 30
knots. Commander McGonagle ordered a sailor from
the bridge to man the starboard gun and take the
boats under fire. Using the hicom circuit, the Liberty's
radioman reported the approach of the torpedo boats.
This was received and relayed by the U.S.S. Saratoga
to Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Navy Europe and to the
Commander, Sixth Fleet.I'

(U) It was then that the Commander no-
ticed that the Liberty's American flag had been shot
down. He immediately ordered a signalman to hoist
the "holiday ensign" -the largest Bag aboard (ap-
proximately 7 x 13 feet) -from the yardarm, the
normal flag halyard having been destroyed. There was
smoke from the burning whaleboat and other topside
fires in the vicinity of the bridge.

(U) Commander McGonagle passed the
word, "Stand by for torpedo attack." He held his
course, since turning away from the boats would bring
the ship closer to land, and turning toward them would
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swing the ship broadside toward the attackers, giving
them a larger target.
(U). When Robert L. Wilson heard the
torpedo attack warning, he remembered one of the
seamen telling him to sit on the floor and brace his
feet against the wall.
(U) In the processing and reporting area,
CT Terry McFarland was told to "tuck pant legs into
your socks, button top collar, get rid of loose material,
and lie flat on floor and hold your head in your hands
to protect your face."
(U) When the motor torpedo boats were
approximately a mile away, the center boat was seen
flashing a signal. light. Because of smoke and flames
in the direction from which the boats were approach-
ing, Commander McGonagle could not read the signals,
but he saw what he believed to be an Israeli flag. As
the air attack had knocked out the Liberty's starboard
signal light, he attempted to signal with a hand-held
Aldis lamp. This may not have been powerful enough
to penetrate the smoke pouring from the fires started
by the attackers. Believing that the air attack might
have been in error, Commander McGonagle quickly
shouted to the starboard forward gun to withhold fire.
The gunner fired a short burst at the motor torpedo
boats before he understood the CO's order. At the
same time, though unattended, the after gun on the
starboard side opened fire: flames from the burning
whaleboat had ignited bullets in the gun and in the
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(U) During the attack. severe damage was
done to one of the two forward area 50-caliber

gun mounts.
lIS ssel Photograph courte8Y of Robert 1.. WillOn, NSA.)

(Fi,u,.~ i. UNCLASSIFIED)

ammunition box, causing the gun to fire in the
direction of the attacking boats.
(U) At this time, the motor torpedo boats
opened fire with their gun mounts, killing the Liberty's
helmsman. In a matter of seconds one torpedo crosaed
astern of the ship at about 25 yards. The time was
then 1434 hours. A minute later, a second torpedo
struck the ship on the starboard side, just forward of
the bridge and a few feet below the water line. Again,
using the hicom net, the Liberty broadcast that the
ship had been torpedoed and was listing badly. The
Saratoga picked up the transmission and relayed it to
the Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Navy Europe and to
the Commander, Sixth Fleet. I ~

(U) To Lieutenant O'Connor, lying on the
floor of the combat information center, the torpedo's
deafening explosion seemed to lift the ship right out
of the water, and when it settled back he thought it
was going to rollover.
(U) In the Research Department where
the torpedo struck, everything went black; oil and
debris were everywhere. Water rushed in and equip-
ment fell over Terry McFarland, but he managed to
keep clear and make his way in the darkness to the
ladder to go topside. When he got out there was about
a foot and a half of air space left.
(U) CT Clyde W. Way was in T-Branch
spaces above the processing and reporting area. With
the explosion below, all equipment fell to the floor and
smoke poured from the P&R hatch. Way started
pulling men out as they came up the ladder. There
was no panic. A Marine went down the ladder to help
locate men p~sibly trapped in the water. As the water
rose in the Research Department, Lieutenant Maurice
Bennett realized that he had to close the hatch to
contain the flooding. Attempts to contact the Marine
who had gone back failed, and Lieutenant Bennett
reluctantly and sorrowfully ordered the hatch closed.
McFarland and Way then went topside to help fight
fires and attend the wounded.
(U) The torpedo e~pl~ion had torn a hole
in the side of the ship that extended from a few feet
above the water line to below the turn of the bilge. It
was shaped like a tear-drop, and was 39 feet acrOBS at
its widest point. Its immediate effect was to flood all
compartments on two decks below the water line, from
frame 53 to frame 66. These frames supported water-
tight bulkheads, and marked the location of the
Liberty's Research Department and store rooms.
Twenty-five men died in these spaces some from the
blast, others drowned.
(U) The torpedo hit did not start a major
fire, probably because of the immediate flooding of the~ 
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(U) The projected track or the Lihert}' on the day or attack.
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affected area, but the Liberty immediately listed nine
degrees to starboard. Power and steering control were
lost temporarily and the ship came dead in the water.
The time was 1440 hours.
(U) The three torpedo boats also stopped
and then milled around astern of the Liberty at a
range of approximately 500 to 800 yards. One of the
boats signaled by flashing light, in English, "Do you
require assistance?" Not being able to signal by light,
Commander McGonagle ordered a signalman to hoist
the international flag signal for "not under command,"
meaning that the ship was maneuvering with difficulty
and that they should keep clear. One of the torpedo
boats was identified by a hull number of 204-17. All
boats retired toward shore at 1505 hours. The attack-
ing torpedo boats were later identified as French-built
motor torpedeo boats of the Israeli Ayah class. These

-

I

were 62-ton craft, capable of 42 knots, with a crew of
15 and armament consisting of one 4Omm cannon,
four 2Omm cannon, and two torpedos.

Post-Attack Reconnaissance (U)
(U) At about 1515 hours, two helicopters
approached the Liberty and circled around the ship at
a distance of about 100 yards. The Star of David
insignia was clearly visible. One of the helicopters was
numbered 04 or D4, the other 08 or DB. The helicop.
ters departed, returned, and departed again.
(U) Commander McGonagle designated the
mess decks as a casualty collection station, and the
wounded were taken there by repair party personnel
and other crew members able to assist.
(U) Reports received from damage control
central indicated that the flooding was under control.

30 UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) Israeli motor torpedo boat of the class which attacked the Liherlf'.
(Photocraph court.y or Jane', Filhting Ship,.)

(Filure i, UNCLASSIFIED)

-f67- Throughout the contact, no Israeli
plane or torpedo boat saw an American or any other
flag on the ship. It waa only an Israeli helicopter, sent
after the attack. to render assistance -if necessary
-that noticed a small American flag flying over the
ship. At this time, the vessel waa finally identified ''as
an audio-8urveillance ship of the U.S. Navy."

the torpedo boats drew near, the aircraft were ordered
to leave the target. During the last run, a low-flying
aircraft reported to headquarters that it saw the
marking "CPR-5" on the ship's hull.

~ Upon receipt of this information about
the ahip's marking, the Naval Operations Branch, at
approximately 1420 hours, ordered the torpedo boat
division commander not to attack inasmuch as the
aircraft may have p~sibly identified the target incor-
rectly. The division commander was ordered to ap-
proach the ship in order to establish visual contact
and to identify it. He reported that the ship appeared
to be a merchant or supply veasel and that when he
signalled the ship and requested its identification the
ship replied with a signal meaning "identify yourself
first." At the same time, the division commander was
consulting a book on the identification of Arab Navies
and making comparisons with the target before him.
He concluded that the target was an Egyptian supply
ship named El-Kasir. Simultaneously, the commander
of another of the torpedo boats informed the division
commander that he, too, thought the ship was the El-
Kasir. Therefore, at 1436 houn, the division com-
mander authorized the torpedo attack to begin. Only
after a torpedo struck the ship and one of the torpedo
boats approached it from the other aide were the
markUlgB "CTR-5" noticed on the hull. Then the order
was gi',en to cease the attack.

Israeli Prosecutor's Charges of
Negligence (U)

-ter Based on the foregoing account, the
Israeli Chief Military Prosecutor submitted a number
of charges of negligence to the examining judge of the
Preliminary Inquiry. The examining judge was then to
decide whether or not there waa sufficient prima facie
evidence to justify bringing the accused to trial for

negligence.
-t8+ Given below are the charges brought

by the Chief Military Prosecutor together with the

judge's findings.
-fer 1. Charge: The first charge related to

the failure of the Acting Chief of Naval Operations to
report to the Head of the Naval Department that the
American ship, Liberty, was seen in the morning hours
of the day of the incident sailing in the vicinity of the
Israeli coast.
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Finding: Though the torpedo boat
division commander claimed he never received the
message not to attack, the deputy commander oc the
boat te8tified that he had received the mel8are and
pa88ed it on to the division commander. The examining
judge believed that, in the heat of battle, it was
p<»sible that the message e8caped the awareness of
the division commander and, in any event, there was
insufficient evidence to commit any accu8ed person to
trial.

-f:et- 5. Charge: That it was negligence to
give the order to attack a warship without previously
establishing, beyond doubt, ita national identity and
without taking into account the presence of the Amer-
ican 8hip, Liberty, in the vicinity of the coast of
Israel.

Finding: To the examining judge,
there was no doubt that the dominant factors in the
initial attack decision were the speed and course of
the target. Th~e in command were entitled to aaaume
that the reported speed (28 knots) of the ship was
correct, within the usual limits of reasonable error of
10-15 percent, relying upon the existing means of
determining the speed of the target. It was, therefore,
concluded that this was a military vessel, and since
the Liberty was classed as a cargo ship, there was no
reason for surmising, in view of the speed, that the
target could p~ibly be the ship, Liberty. If one adds
to this other factors such as the report of the shelling
of the AI .Arish coast for hours on end, the ship's
course toward Port Said, the aircraft report that the
target was a warship and carried no naval or other
identification marks, and the ship's location clC8e to
shore in a hattle zone, the cumulative effect negates
any presumption whatsoever of a connection between
the American supply ship and the target discovered
by the torpedo boats. Thus, the examining judge
concluded that the assumption it was an enemy ship
was reasonable and that the order given to the aircraft
to attack was justified.
te~ 6. Charge: That it was negligent to
order the torpedo boat to attack the ship upon an
unfounded presumption that it was an Egyptian war-
ship, and this as a consequence of not taking reason-
able steps to make proper identification.

Finding: The examining judge con-
sidered it noteworthy that the identification of the
target as the El- Kosir was made both by the division
commander and the commander of a second torpedo
boat. Upon examining photos of the two ships, he was
satisfied that a likeness existed between them, and
that an error of identification was p~sible, especially
when the identification was made while the ship was

Finding: Though the Head of the
Naval Department testified that he did not know of
Lhe Liberty's presence in the area on the day of the
incident, the Officer of the Watch at Navy Headquar-
ters testified that the Head of the Naval Department
was on the Navy Command Bridge when the Com-
manding Officer of the Navy ordered the marking (on
the combat information cen1~er plot table) of the
American supply ship changed to green (indicating a
neutral veaael). Since the J\.cting Chief of Naval
Operations was an eyewitness to the event, he con-
cluded that the Head of the Naval Department did
know about the presence of an American supply ship
in the area. In view of this, the examining judge found
no negligence on the part of the accused.

-t6-r- 2. Charge: That the Acting Chief of
Naval Operations failed to report to the Head of the
Naval Department that the hull markings on the ship

.observed by one of the attacking aircraft were similar
to thoee on the Liberty.

Finding: Witnesses testified that
when the Naval Liaison Officer at the Air Force
Headquarters telephoned the Naval Command Bridge
about the hull markings and their similarity to thoee
of the Liberty. the officer to whom he spoke repeated
the message in a loud voice so that it was heard by all
present on the Command Bridge including the Head
of the Naval Department. The examining judge stated,
therefore, that there was thus no reason to repeat to
the Head of the Naval Department a fact that had
been audibly announced to thoee present. The charge
was dismissed.

-fer 3. Charge: That the Naval Liaison
Officer at the Air Force Headquarters was negligent
by not reporting to the Air Force the information
about the presence of the Liberty in the area.

Finding: The examining judge con-
sidered this charge unfounded. The responsibility for
the defense of Israel against enemy naval actions rests
solely with the Navy. Even though Air Force Head-
quarters ordered the aircraft to attack, it was really
an order issued by the Navy, passed on through Air
Force Headquarters. The Naval Liaison Officer at the
Air Force Headquarters was entitled to assume that
the decision to attack was made after considering this
report about the Liberty. There was no reason to feed
the Air Force with information and considerations
that did not concern it.

-fer- 4. Charge: That the Naval Depart-
ment's order not to attack the ship (the Liberty), "for
fear of error and out of uncertainty with regard to the
true identity of the ship," was not delivered to the
torpedo boat division.
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Finding: Though the torpedo boat
division commander claimed he never received the
message not to attack, the deputy commander oc the
boat te8tified that he had received the mel8are and
pa88ed it on to the division commander. The examining
judge believed that, in the heat of battle, it was
p<»sible that the message e8caped the awareness of
the division commander and, in any event, there was
insufficient evidence to commit any accu8ed person to
trial.

-f:et- 5. Charge: That it was negligence to
give the order to attack a warship without previously
establishing, beyond doubt, ita national identity and
without taking into account the presence of the Amer-
ican 8hip, Liberty, in the vicinity of the coast of
Israel.

Finding: To the examining judge,
there was no doubt that the dominant factors in the
initial attack decision were the speed and course of
the target. Th~e in command were entitled to aaaume
that the reported speed (28 knots) of the ship was
correct, within the usual limits of reasonable error of
10-15 percent, relying upon the existing means of
determining the speed of the target. It was, therefore,
concluded that this was a military vessel, and since
the Liberty was classed as a cargo ship, there was no
reason for surmising, in view of the speed, that the
target could p~ibly be the ship, Liberty. If one adds
to this other factors such as the report of the shelling
of the AI .Arish coast for hours on end, the ship's
course toward Port Said, the aircraft report that the
target was a warship and carried no naval or other
identification marks, and the ship's location clC8e to
shore in a hattle zone, the cumulative effect negates
any presumption whatsoever of a connection between
the American supply ship and the target discovered
by the torpedo boats. Thus, the examining judge
concluded that the assumption it was an enemy ship
was reasonable and that the order given to the aircraft
to attack was justified.
te~ 6. Charge: That it was negligent to
order the torpedo boat to attack the ship upon an
unfounded presumption that it was an Egyptian war-
ship, and this as a consequence of not taking reason-
able steps to make proper identification.

Finding: The examining judge con-
sidered it noteworthy that the identification of the
target as the El- Kosir was made both by the division
commander and the commander of a second torpedo
boat. Upon examining photos of the two ships, he was
satisfied that a likeness existed between them, and
that an error of identification was p~sible, especially
when the identification was made while the ship was

Finding: Though the Head of the
Naval Department testified that he did not know of
Lhe Liberty's presence in the area on the day of the
incident, the Officer of the Watch at Navy Headquar-
ters testified that the Head of the Naval Department
was on the Navy Command Bridge when the Com-
manding Officer of the Navy ordered the marking (on
the combat information cen1~er plot table) of the
American supply ship changed to green (indicating a
neutral veaael). Since the J\.cting Chief of Naval
Operations was an eyewitness to the event, he con-
cluded that the Head of the Naval Department did
know about the presence of an American supply ship
in the area. In view of this, the examining judge found
no negligence on the part of the accused.

-t6-r- 2. Charge: That the Acting Chief of
Naval Operations failed to report to the Head of the
Naval Department that the hull markings on the ship

.observed by one of the attacking aircraft were similar
to thoee on the Liberty.

Finding: Witnesses testified that
when the Naval Liaison Officer at the Air Force
Headquarters telephoned the Naval Command Bridge
about the hull markings and their similarity to thoee
of the Liberty. the officer to whom he spoke repeated
the message in a loud voice so that it was heard by all
present on the Command Bridge including the Head
of the Naval Department. The examining judge stated,
therefore, that there was thus no reason to repeat to
the Head of the Naval Department a fact that had
been audibly announced to thoee present. The charge
was dismissed.

-fer 3. Charge: That the Naval Liaison
Officer at the Air Force Headquarters was negligent
by not reporting to the Air Force the information
about the presence of the Liberty in the area.

Finding: The examining judge con-
sidered this charge unfounded. The responsibility for
the defense of Israel against enemy naval actions rests
solely with the Navy. Even though Air Force Head-
quarters ordered the aircraft to attack, it was really
an order issued by the Navy, passed on through Air
Force Headquarters. The Naval Liaison Officer at the
Air Force Headquarters was entitled to assume that
the decision to attack was made after considering this
report about the Liberty. There was no reason to feed
the Air Force with information and considerations
that did not concern it.

-fer- 4. Charge: That the Naval Depart-
ment's order not to attack the ship (the Liberty), "for
fear of error and out of uncertainty with regard to the
true identity of the ship," was not delivered to the
torpedo boat division.
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been installed across all drydock drains. During the
pump down, navy swimmers and men in a rubber raft
picked up oil-covered pap'~r as it floated out of the
ship. When the drydock was completely drained, a
thorough search of the entire drydock and each drain
screen was conducted by indoctrinated Naval Security
Group personnel. NSA Europe personnel, sent to
Malta, witnessed all drainage operations. 21

Lieutenant Colonel Green (from the NSA Europe
Btaff), he returned home. Later Wilson learned that
his wife had been continually informed by NSA per-
Bonnel of what was going on from the time the whole
incident began; they had even offered to have Bomeone
Btay with her.29

Evacuation of Wi)son (U)

Ee see! Earlier, as soon as the Liberty entered
Malta, NSA Europe personnel boarded the ship to see
NSA civilian Robert L. Wilson. When Wilson said he
did not wish to stay aboard any longer, he was quickly
ushered to the U.S. Consulate in Valletta for a short
debriefing. Immediately thereafter, accompanied by

Clearing Damaged Areas (U)

(U) In Malta the search for and removal
of bodies began at 1830 hours on the 14th and
continued until approximately midnight, by which
time the remains of 20 men, including Allen Blue, had
been recovered. Bodies of the remaining five missing
men were presumed l~t at sea enroute to Malta.
Liberty's death toll stood at 34.

Ie ee8~ Clearance of the damaged area contin-
ued. Prior to opening the hatch leading down to the

(U) Navy divers Gilbl~rt Damelio. John P. Highfill, and Daniel McDuffie recover classified debris
adrift as the pump.down operations continue on the £/oerty in Malta.

(Photosraph courte.y of the Department of the Navy.)
(Filurr il UNCLASSIFIED)
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removed from the spaces at Malta because of extensive
damage. In the Research Department and non-morse
search and development areas on the second deck,
very little outward damage was noticeable. However,
the shifting of the racks and breaks in the air
conditioning ducts indicated considerable shock dam-
age; each and every piece of gear would require
complete checks. Additionally, internal wiring and
patching facilities between all research spaces would
have to be checked. From the initial inspection, it was
obvious that considerable replacement of internal
wiring would be required. Preliminary, informal esti-
mates made by the engineers inspecting the Liberty
indicated that the cost to reconfigure the platform
would range between four and six million dollars.]}

Research Department space, a guard was posted and
all personnel were required to log in when authorized
access. Crews of indoctrinated personnel began remov-
ing all classified equipment and documents to a secure
space one deck above the damaged area. This recovery
process proved to be very slow because the classified
equipment and material was mixed with the mass of
twisted wreckage. Of course, no repair to the ship's
side could begin until the damaged area was freed of
all classified papers and equipment. By 19 June, all
classified matter (including 168 large canvas bags) had
been stowed under guard in a secure space aboard the
Liberty.3o
(U) On the afternoon of Thursday, 15
June, newsmen and photographers were given a rigidly
controlled tour of Liberty's topside area plus several
compartments on the lower decks, near (he point of
impact, from which all classified equipment had been
removed. Later that afternoon, Task Force 100 was
officially dissolved. Some task force personnel remained
with the Liberty, however, to help wind up adminis-
trative, public affairs, and supply matters. The Sixth
Fleet Maintenance Officer also remained to supervise
Liberty's repairs.J!

JCS Fact Finding Team's
Interviews (U)

Damage Survey at Malta (U)

(U) While the Liberty was being cleansed
and surveyed in the Malta shipyard, the Navy and
JCS investigative bodies were busily interviewing ap-
propriate personnel aboard the Liberty and at various
European command headquarters.
f8 888, Headed by Major General Joseph R.
Russ, USA, the JCS Fact Finding Team arrived in
London on Tuellday morning, 13 June and spent most
of the day at Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Navy Europe
Headquarters interviewing Admiral John S. McCain,
Jr., and members of his staff'. Late that afternoon,
the team flew to Stuttgart to talk with U.S. European
Command personnel involved in the Liberty incident.
The following day's interviews also included one with
Brigadier General William Keller, Chief, NSA Europe.
Points covered in the talk with Keller were:

1. Explanation of the mechanics involved for
tasking in satisfaction of both national and theater
consumer intelligence requirements;

2. Technical reports issued by the Liberty (the
JCS Team was provided a copy of Liberty's reports
from 2 through 8 June); and

3.1

~~ ~ee, In Washington, the Naval Ships En-
gineering Center was coordinating a visit to the Liberty
to survey damage in order to expedite repairs to the
ship's electronic system; it was recommended that the
inspection team include contractor personnel plus NSA
and NSG people.J2 Thus, Eugene Sheck, Comint
Collection (Mobile) Management, K12, and Lieuten-
ant Allan Deprey, USN, Sigint Engineering (Mobile

I 1K32, in company with representatives of
the Naval Security Group, Naval Ships Engineering
Center, and contrat;tor respresentatives of Ling-Temco-
Vought (LTV) and the FTM Systems Company visited
the Liberty on 19-21 Ju~e. Their findings confirmed
the massive damage to the Sigint electronic
configuration. ""',
~~ eeej With the exceptio~ of the TRSSCOM
system antenna, all antennas were~ither destroyed,
damaged, or burned to some degree; ~}~ost complete
replacement of the antenna system would~ required. ,,'
In Research Room no. 1, equipment not com,pletely Both the JCS team and J-3 EUCOM app~,~rea satis-
destroyed by the torpedo explosion had been totally fled with General Keller's explanations~;4'
submerged in heavy oil and salt water for six daya, (U) On 15 June, the te~8pent two hours
rendering it beyond salvage. The processing and re~'" visiting Vice Admiral William I,.' Martin, Commander-
porting spaces, transcribing positions, maintenance ",n-Chief, Sixth Fleet, aDd/staff aboard his flagship,
shop and cryptographic room were severely damaged; the U.S.S. Little Rock~,The team arrived in Malta at
all equipment was either destroyed by the explosion or 1815'b:,~u,rs on ,~,he,/}5th and departed for London at

ff*::;BtH '.~* ee:,H~i'f ef~:;-::;Bl,at:::.¥
(b) (1)
(b) (3)-50 USC 403

(bl (3) -18 USC 798
(bl (3) .,.P.L. 86-36
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attack, the visibility of the flag, and the intensity of
the attack itself.
!S Se8j Speculation as to Israeli motivation
varied. Some believed that Israel expected that the
complete destruction of the ship and killing of the
personnel would lead the U.S. to blame the U.A.R.
for the incident and bring the U.S. into the war on
the side of Israel. Ironically, even though the Liberty
had no specific mission against Israeli communications,
others felt Israeli forces wanted the ship and men out
of the way in order to deny the U.S. any Sigint on
Israel's preparations to attack Syria -an attack the
U.S. might try to prevent.

t8 ee8j Authors of the several books now in
print about the Liberty, whether members. of the

Liberty's complement or not, have not had access to
1- --ISigint reports on the Israeli
helicopter pilot voice communications, nor have they
had access to the confidential Israeli Government's
explanation given to the U.S. Department of State.
te-eeej In part because of the press speculation
at the time, President Johnson directed the Director
of Central Intelligence, Richard Helms, to prepare a
report by 13 June, fiv~ days after the attack, assessing
the Israeli intentions. The CIA assessment drew heav-
ily upon the Sigint r'eports referred to above. While
these reports revealed some confusion on the part of
the pilots concerning the nationality of the ship, they
tended to rule out any thesis that the Israeli Navy
and Air Force deliberately attacked a ship they knew
to be American.

initiated by the Department of State. In May 1968,
Israel paid the U.S. Government $1,323,500 as full
payment on behalf of the families of the 34 men killed
in the attack. I) Eleven months later, Israel paid

$3,566,457 in compensation to the men who had been
wounded. I' The U.S. claim of ~,644,146 for material

damage to the Liberty itself was not settled until 18
December 1980 when Israel agreed to pay ~ million.
(U) After returning to Norfolk in July
1967, the Liberty languished there while NSA tried
unsuccessfully to obtain DoD budgetary approval to
restore her to Sigint operational status; the proposed
budget figure was $10,200,000. When this effort failed,
the Liberty was decommissioned on 28 June 1968. In
1970 the ship was turned over to the Maritime
Administration and sold for scrap for $101,666.66. In
1973 the ship came to an ignominious end as she was
cut up in Baltimore's Curtis Bay shipyard.
(U) There was one aspect of the Liberty
tragedy which should not go unnoted. This was its
adverse and lingering affect on the Liberty's survivors.
Oral interviews with USN-855 personnel some 13 years
after the event, show that time has not healed all the
scars. I! Apart from bitterness toward the Israeli Gov-

ernment, there still remains dismay that the U.S.
Government or Sixth Fleet did not come to Liberty's
aid in timely fashion.
(U) The contributions of technical re-
search ships to this nation's Sigint production also
should not go unnoted. These were unique in their
time, often irreplaceable, often unheralded. That the
TRS program came to an end in 1969 was not for lack
of competence and dedication of the men who served
or for lack of NSA's appreciation for their contribu-
tions, but rather for budgetary considerations by the
Department of Defense.

Notes

Source docum,nt.r are in th~ "Cri.ri.r Col/~ction» of th~ NSA Hi.rtory
Col/~ction.

'(U) The Ruaa Report, pp 9-10; Richard Harvey
interview, 16 Jul 1980.

'(U) Walter Deeley, Memorandum Cor theD/Dm -"U.S.S. Liberty," 14 Jun 1967. .

'(U) DffiNSA mag to JCS/JRC, 081503Z Jun 1967.
'(U) CINCLANT mag to JCS, 1214142 Jun 1967.
'(U) Interview with Gene Sheck, 11 Aug 1980.
~eer NSA Statf', "Critique-SigiDt Readme.. Bravo

Crayon," pp. 24, 29.
'(U) NSA Staff, Memorandum Cor the Record,

"Telephone onver.ation with Mr. Morton A. Brill OCCE 5 Jul
1967; NSA, .14 JuJ
1967.

Denouement (U)
(U) On 11 June 1968, exactly one year
and three days after the attack on the Liberty, her
commanding officer, Captain William Loren Mc-
Gonagle (promoted after the attack), was presented
the Congressional Medal of Honor by the Secretary of
the Navy for gal~antry and courage displayed during
Liberty's hours of trial. Following that award, the
Presidential Unit Citation was conferred upon the
Liberty and cre;\..- on 14 June 1968 at Portsmouth,
Virginia. !
\~ ~~Qj jScores of individual decorations
(Bronze Star, ~ilver Star., etc.) were given to crew
members, and! 170 Purple Hearts were earned by
Liberty's compiement, including two NSA civilians,
Donald L. BI~lock and Allen M. Blue (the latter,

posthumously){
(U) ! Claims against the government of Is-
rael for comp~nsation concerning deaths and injuries
of U.S. personnel and damage to the Liberty were

64 8tie1:;i~T
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